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ABSTRACT 

This document examines lyrical and dramatic aspects of the songs of composer 

Daron Hagen. The study shows how Hagen's uses of articulation, melody, form, dynam

ics, harmony, text painting, word painting, and tonality enhance the dramatic elements of 

the poems without sacrificing lyricism. The research began with performances by this 

writer of the works of Hagen and continued with interviews and further performances. 

Discussion of the lyrical and dramatic elements of Hagen's vocal works forms the body 

of the document and illustrations facilitate study of the works. An interpretive guide for 

two song groups will assist vocal performers to understand these songs and possibly lead 

to improved interpretive practices. A complete listing of the composer's vocal works 

concludes the document. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Devotees of contemporary opera and chamber music know and appreciate the music of 

Daron Hagen. In the course of his twenty year compositional life, Hagen, bom in 1961, 

has accomplished much, and has received many accolades, awards and prizes for his 

instrumental as well as vocal music. The present study, which focuses on selected ex

amples of the vocal music, has the two-fold purpose of introducing Daron Hagen's art 

songs, including a world premiere group of songs. Resuming Green, and illuminating the 

musical and dramatic beauty of Hagen's songs through an interpretive guide. 

After the premiere of his first opera. Shining Brow, both Hagen and the opera received 

critical acclaim. Jon Von Rhein, critic for the Chicago Tribune, wrote in a rave review of 

the opera, "Hagen is bom to compose operas."' Indeed, Hagen is a gifted composer who 

writes beautifully for the human voice. The success of this first attempt at opera compo

sition brought subsequent commissions. A third revival of Shining Brow is planned for 

the year 2002. 

Leonard Bernstein seems to have recognized early in Hagen's career the younger man's 

gift of composition for the human voice. Through Bemstein's influence, Hagen eventu

ally made his way to study at the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia. Hagen began 

his study as a teenager at the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music and then attended the 

University of Wisconsin before completing an undergraduate degree in composition at 

Curtis. While at Curtis, Hagen studied composition with Ned Rorem, composing 

' Jon Von Rhein,"5/immg Brvw peers past Wright's facade," Chicago Tribune, April 
23, 1993. 
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typically three songs per week under Rorem's guidance. The Rittenhouse Songs, a part of 

this study, were composed in 1981 during Hagen's attendance at Curtis. After study at 

Tangle wood and at the Atlantic Center for the Arts, Hagen completed, in 1987, a Master 

of Music degree at the Juilliard School where he worked under David Diamond, Bernard 

Rands and Joseph Schwantner. 

Combining composition studies and conunissions became normal for Hagen. While a 

student at Curtis, he became the youngest composer since Samuel Barber to have a 

composition premiered by the Philadelphia Orchestra. The enthusiastic reception of his 

work. Prayer for Peace, introduced the twenty year old Hagen to the compositional 

world. Irrunediately critics called him a mature composer. While a student at Juilliard, 

Hagen began fulfilling commissions by the New York Philharmonic and other symphony 

orchestras. His Philharmonia was premiered by the New York Philharmonic in 1992. 

Hagen is presently at work on numerous commissions, in addition to academic life. He 

most recently served as a faculty member at the Curtis Institute of Music. He was on the 

faculty of Bard College for ten years, and also taught at the City College of New York 

and at New York University. He has been a composer-in-residence in Long Beach, 

California, and in Cassis, France, and he also held a Rockefeller Foundation Residency 

in Italy in 1993. Among the many prizes and awards Hagen has received, the most 

prestigious include the Kennedy Center Friedheim Award, the Beams Prize, the ASCAP-

Nissim Prize for Orchestral Composition, First Prize of the Barlow Foundation Interna

tional Composition Competition and the Charles Ives Scholarship of the American Acad

emy from the Arts and Letters. 
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Recently Hagen completed the orchestration for his third opera. Bandanna, which pre

miered in Austin, Texas in February, 1999. This exciting and important commission from 

the College Band Director's National Association, is orchestrated exclusively for winds 

as requested by the Association. His second opera. Vera of Las Vegas, premiered at the 

University of Nevada, Las Vegas in March 1995, is described by Hagen as an eclectic 

one-act "Nightmare Cabaret," This work vividly demonstrates Hagen's ability to write 

exquisite lines for the voice with sweeping long phrases. Always adhering to lyricism, he 

juxtaposes dramatic and powerful situations with comic situations, defining each with 

contemporary musical styles in a virtuostic display of creative writing and imagination. 

Hagen, now just thirty-seven years of age, has beceome an established, acclaimed, and 

recognized composer. For example, praise for Three Silent Things represents well critical 

reaction to Hagen's vocal music: 

The work is lyrical in its utterance and spare in its rhetoric...a stately chimerical 
and beautiful work [Tim Page, New York Times, 1986]. There is great craft to 
writing art song and Hagen possesses all the necessary skills. He chooses texts 
judiciously, respectfully. He aims to enhance, not obliterate...a composer who can 
crystallize a moment in musical magic is a rarity. Expect to hear more of Hagen 
[Mark Carrington, Washington Post, 1994].-

Ned Rorem also knows Hagen's talent at writing for the voice and his ability to immedi

ately engage the listener's ear with exciting, clear, and colorful sounds. In a 1993 Opera 

News article Rorem stated: 

"Daron has skill to bum, and the skill to hide his skill. No listener, crude or crafty 
will find his music either arty or labored. Daron knows that all music sings. He 
can compose convincingly for the voice and for instruments. He knows the 
difference between the large-scale theater and the miniature drama called song. I 

-Hm Page, "Music-New Composers," New York Times, October 20, 1986. 
Mark Carrington, "Daron Hagen's Poetic Art Song," The Washington Post, March 7, 
1994. 
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am waving now at Daron with a gesture full of pride (and a twinge of 
jealousy). To say that he is a remarkable musician is to underrate him. 
Daron is music."^ 

This accolade comes from one of the music world's harshest critics of composer's and 

musician's work. 

Hagen considers the music of Britten, Bernstein and Blitzstein to be his main influences. 

Although he recognizes several other influences, Hagen sees in the work of these com

posers his melodic and harmonic language and the style of text setting that best describes 

his own approach to writing for the voice. However, Hagen is not without his own 

thoughts and ideas about art song composition. "Art songs are not like miniature operas, 

though the best ones contain all the elements of operatic seduction — the completely 

natural dramatic arc of introduction, climactic moment, and adieu — compressed into the 

time it takes to, well, sing them. The best song composers manifest this arc in the physi

cal demands they place upon the singer's instrument, making the song feel good to sing. 

An opera is a mural, an art song is an exquisite miniature, requiring the tiniest of brush 

strokes.... The longer that an art song composer can sustain a desired mood, the more 

exquisite the rendering of the context.""* 

This study will illuminate the statement above with examples of his music. The follow

ing pages reveal examples of lyrical writing for the voice among Hagen's twelve vocal 

chamber works or song cycles. The saying "less is more" becomes increasingly pertinent 

as one explores these songs. From a framework of vocal lyricism and sheer beauty of 

^Ned Rorem,"Leaming with Daron," Opera Newj, April 10, 1993. 

4 
Daron Hagen,"Singing Along with Paul," Making Musics: Collaborations Between 

Poets and Composers, 1978-2000. 
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vocal expression, these songs will prove dramatic and moving, while at the same time 

provide powerful interpretations of poetry. 

In order to show how Hagen sets texts in a lyrical manner without sacrificing the dra

matic properties of the poem, we must first define "lyrical." It is difficult however to find 

a clear and helpful definition. I searched many sources in vain. Most musical dictionar

ies and encyclopedias define lyric or lyrical only in the context of text expression or as 

lyrics without a reference to music. Two sources were helpful however in supplying a 

definition useful to my study; The New Harvard Dictionary of Music gives among its 

definitions the single word, melodious,' and The New American Dictionary of Music, 

defines lyrical as "smooth, sweet, melodic." It also goes a step further and defines a 

lyrical voice as one that is "light and flexible. ^ 

Lyricism is a word usually used in the context of words and melody. The word lyricism 

is also used when describing melodies played on instruments, i.e., without words. Hagen 

remembers that as a child his piano teacher making him create lyrics to the melodies of 

the piano pieces he played. "This resulted," says Hagen, "in keeping me focused on the 

linear quality of a piece and to keep the piece moving. I used to think very vertical."' 

When one sings words to instmmental melodies, there must be a narrative quality to the 

melody. Melodies that do not lend themselves to the expression of words lack narrative 

^David Randel, The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, 1986 page 461. 

•^Philip Morehead, The New American Dictionary of Music, 1991. 

'Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, October 13, 1998. 
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qualities. Thus, they are devoid of lyricism. Melodies that lend themselves to text 

expression, that exhibit narrative and lyrical qualitites, are characteristic of the songs of 

Daron Hagen. 

hi this study I will examine Hagen's respect for the poetry, the ways in which he finds the 

music of the poetry, his uses of word and text painting, and the ways in which the musical 

tools of rhythm, articulation, dynamics, harmony, and tonality are put to work to illumi

nate situations, to heighten emotions, and to create dramatic climaxes within a truly 

lyrical context. 

The basic style characteristics of Hagen's songs are that they are thinly textured and 

tonal, occasionally bi-tonal. Extended tertian sonorities exist with appearances of poly-

chords. The voice is predominant throughout, although many examples of text painting 

and the piano's expression of the drama do illuminate. There are unifying elements of 

melody, harmony, and rhythm within a basic harmonic structure. 

The text settings are conducive to text intelligibility, yet very lyrical. Dramatic elements 

appear in deceptive lyrical contexts often in the guise of long sustained and meticulously 

articulated phrases. Young voices usually do not possess the control of technique neces

sary to acurately perfom the songs as written. Mature voices are required for the majority 

of the songs as will be illuminated in the following pages. 
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SECTION I 

THE ART SONGS OF DARON HAGEN 

Vocal Style 

Vocal Range 

The vocal range of most Hagen songs is less than two octaves; the songs written for 

women have wider ranges than those written for men. Extremes of range usually accom

pany an outburst of joy or grief, yet intelligibility of text is never hindered. The shape of 

Hagen's melodies is conducive to text intelligibility; the singer is never required to 

sustain a high tessitura in a manner that would interfere with the process of text enuncia

tion. Lyrical declamation of text demands that it be set in a manner conducive to text 

intelligibility. Thus, Hagen's songs, in this sense, are all lyrical. 

Hagen's Lxtve Songs, for soprano and piano, consists of songs, each with text from a 

different poet. The vocal range of the cycle is an octave and a seventh with the tessitura 

lying in the middle of the soprano's range. An example from the cycle's first song,"I am 

Loved," shows how the composer exploits an extreme range but still maintains clarity of 

diction by stating the text before the extremities are revealed (Figure 1.1). This song, a 

poem by Hagen's mother, Gwen Hagen, begins with joyous total outbursts from voice 

and piano. The dynamic is forte and the vocal line immediately soars. The piano accom

paniment is dense in these first bars and encompasses the entire keyboard. Immediately 

following the outbursts, Hagen provides a one voiced accompaniment for the singer 

coupled with a tempo change depicting the inner pleasure of the subject. 
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Figure 1.1 - "I am Loved" from Love Songs - Measures I - 8. 

Allegro frescamente (J=tI6) 

am loved. 

8-

Suddenly Slower (J=96) 
p lauiiTly 

fiin - da - men - tal There's a 

Echo's Songs, a cycle of eleven songs for soprano, has a range of an octave and a seventh. 

These early songs of Hagen (1979-19801) exhibit thin textures and less extended phrases. 

The tessitura lies predominantly in the middle voice of the soprano, but there are many 

chest voice extensions to bottom registrations and a few to the top register of the voice. 

Like Echo's Songs, Hagen's work for soprano, flute, and piano. Dear Youth, composed in 

1991, is accessible to most female singers. An accomplished mezzo-soprano could easily 

manage these songs. Dear Youth, a cycle of Civil War misery (with a complete range of 

just an octave and a fifth), is predominantly scored in the middle voice, requiring mixed 

registration for the soprano. Only the first song has a high tessimra which is demanded 
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by a rallying cry to battle. 

The song cycle for tenor, Muldoon Songs, has a vocal range of two octaves, but Hagen 

wrote the low notes as ossias (optional notes) giving the tenor the option of singing an 

octave higher. In spite of the two octave span, the vocal ranges are not as demanding as 

in the songs for women. Hagen expertly composes for the tenor registers in a range and 

manner conducive to text intelligibility. The songs rarely reach above the treble staff, 

with only a few notes of g-naturals or g-sharps, and only one a-natural in the entire group. 

When the songs descend to the bottom of the tenor's range, it is only to achieve a desired 

color. The predominant tessitura of the Muldoon Songs lies in the tenor's middle voice; a 

lyric baritone could easily sing most of the songs of the group without transposition. 

The Merrill Songs were composed for Charles Maxwell, a countertenor. In the second 

performance of these lyrical pieces, the soprano Carolann Page performed them accom

panied by Ned Rorem. The range encompasses an octave and a seventh, but again, the 

tessitura lies completely in the middle voice and rarely reaches the upper passaggio. The 

extremes of the range, seldom touched, mostly fall in the lower extension. There are only 

a few moments when the singer sings above f-natural on the treble staff. A mezzo-

soprano could easily perform these pieces, and perhaps with greater success than a 

soprano. 

Song of Madness and Sorrow was commissioned by tenor Paul Sperry in 1996 and scored 

for tenor, piano, percussion, flute, oboe, bassoon, and a quintet of strings. This twenty-

six minute setting of tum-of-the-century newspaper clippings from Wisconsin, contains 

wonderful vocal effects including falsetto registration. Vocal characterizations depict 

ghosts and the dead. The entire range of the work encompasses two octaves and a sec
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ond. However, the tessitura resonates in the range of an octave. Again, the setting allows 

complete intelligibility of text and permits the singer to effectively color the words and 

toarticulate as needed. 

Rittenhouse Songs, a collection of four songs for baritone, have a range of an octave and 

a seventh if the upper ossia in the last song is taken. Otherwise, the range encompasses 

an octave and a sixth. The tessitura is mainly middle voiced but climaxes just below the 

passaggio in most instances. There are many low chest connections at the bottom of a 

baritone's range and Hagen uses these notes to depict loneliness and darkness. 

Resuming Green (1998), the most recent collection of songs, also has a limited range. 

The first song "Congedo" is a poem of Nuar Alsadir and spans an octave and a fifth, 

moving above the staff only twice. The second song of the group, "The Waking," is a 

Roethke poem and spans only an octave and a fourth. The highest note, written with a 

pianissimo dynamic, requires a head mixture and would thus be fairly easy to perform for 

a trained art song interpreter. "Ample make this bed," from a poem by Emily Dickinson, 

is the third song of the group. The range of this song also spans an octave and a fourth 

placing few vocal demands upon the singer. The last song, Roland Rint's "The Green for 

Pamela," is a long scena spanning an octave and a fifth. This song is more demanding in 

its long phrases and its length than for its range. 

All four songs of Resuming Green, like all the songs mentioned above, have a middle 

voiced tessitura. Art song requires a range and a tessitura that allow the singer to effec

tively perform comfortably the desired nuances and colors. Perhaps the primary concern, 

however, is that composition must allow for intelligibility of text. Hagen feels precisely 

that way: "My first responsibility is to make the text intelligible. Therefore, I don't use 
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extreme ranges. To me it seems prideful or spiteful to write something knowing that you 

decided that music is more important than words."® With regard to range and tessitura, 

Hagen's songs are unfailingly conducive to text intelligibility and accurate declamation, 

and thus fulfill one of the condititons of lyricism. 

Phrase Length 

The majority of Hagen songs that employ long phrases prevents a young or inexperienced 

singer from singing this composer's finest works. A secure vocal technique, one with 

excellent breath management, proper vowel placements, balanced resonance and vocal 

freedom throughout the range, are requisite for an adequate performance of these songs. 

Several of Hagen's most moving songs, appear in the song group for soprano. Echo s 

Songs. "Never Pain to Tell Thy Love," (1979) the first song of the group, features many 

extended phrases that demand connection due to ongoing thoughts and ideas; but breaths 

are unavoidable. Long phrases abound in the first seven measures of this adagio, but 

Hagen offers only two opportunities to breathe. The first breath, possible only after the 

first beat of measure four, must sustain the singer to the second breath, which can come 

only after the first beat of measure six (Figure 1.2). In measure seven the word "wind" 

lies on two pitches, eliminating the possibility of a breath at that point. Hagen stated in 

an interview, "Depriving a singer of a breathing spot creates more intensity in the next 

phrase. This becomes a different type of accent; one that creates physical tensions."^ 

Extension of the phrase through the word "wind" facilitates the piano dynamic and 

g 

Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, October 15, 1998. 

'ibid. 
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creates tensions as the singer's strength diminishes through the long phrase and the 

changing registration. Requiring more breath in order to easily change registration, the 

singer, unable to breathe prior to the registration change in measure seven, weakens. 

Thus, possibly tense and spent, the singer has been expertly prepared by Hagen to sing 

the word "silently." 

Figure 1.2 "Never Pain to Tell Thy Love"- Measures 1-11. 

Warmly (i=a free 54) 

Nev-er pain to tell thy low Love that ncv - er 

told can be tor the gen - tie wind does move. 

Moving Forward 
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All the initial phrases encompass nearly an octave in range and exhibit constantly chang

ing contours, displaying real lyricism of melody and phrasing. Setting of the words 

"silently" and "invisibly" in measures eight and nine faindy disrupts the lyricism by the 

use of articulation and dynamics to achieve the dramatic effect. Thereafter the song 

immediately resumes its lyrical journey until the same two words, with the exact same 

settings, reappear. Hagen catches the listener's ear with smooth lyrical lines briefly 

intermpted by word paintings that give the song a subtle dramatic twist. 

"Pledge" from Merrill Songs (1995) contains many long phrases requiring mature vocal 

technique. The tempo marking, as seen in figure 1.3, results in long, lyrical phrasings 

over a thinly textured accompaniment. This combination of slow tempo and sparse 

accompaniment accentuates the importance of voice, vocal colors, and the singer's ability 

(or lack thereof) to control the material. 

Figure 1.3 - "Pledge" from Merrill Songs - Measures 17- 32. 

17 Simple, unsentimental 0=54) 
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Another example of demandingly long phrases appears in "The Instilling," also from 

Merrill Songs (Figure 1.4). For example, in measure 26, an octave leap upward on the 

attack of the phrase, precedes a melodic span of an octave, consisting of small intervals. 

The setting of the phrase and text does not allow a breath until measure 28 after the word 

"invisible." 

Figure 1.4 "The Instilling" from Merrill Songs - Measures 25- 31. 
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The singer, having just completed one demanding task of range, must again attack 

another long forte phrase through another upward octave. The initial intervals signal the 

dramatic moments in the phrasing. The following intervals appear as predominantly step

wise treatments. In measures twenty-nine and thirty, step-wise motion dominates. The 

downward interval after "deep" paints the type of "sparkle" as indicated by the text in 

measure twenty-nine. One could breathe after "sparkle" in this moment, however, the 

best dramatic result would come from cormecting the phrase through "script." One can 

not dispute the difficult length of these consecutive phrases. Lyricism is still intact, but 

the octave intervals set these phrases dramatically apart from the cantabile moments that 

dominate the song. 

'The Waking" from Resuming Green (revised in 1998) is much like "The Instilling." 

The vocal line is demanding not for its range nor its dynamics, but rather, for the length 

of the phrases in the slow tempo. Appendix VIII shows these long phrases in a tempo 

indication of "dirge" at quarter note equals 60. Moreover, Hagen composes in such a 

way that one phrase flows into the next. The singer must connect ideas and sing through 

changing registrations within the phrases. The end of the phrase and first section (mea

sure thirteen) of "The Waking" is rather difficult in this respect. The singer must sustain 

consecutive long phrases and then switch registration through an octave leap. Doing this 

with control and in the proper dramatic context is considerably difficult. This seems to 

be the style of writing with which he is most comfortable and successful. However, a 

few examples of short phrasings do exist in Hagen's songs. The text of a poem should 

dictate the length of phrase, and he most willingly obliges. 
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"Youth, Day, Old Age, and Night" (see Appendix V) shows the setting of short phrases as 

mandated by the poem. Hagen sets the text in accord with its inherent drama, and he 

chooses to color the text with dynamic changes. 

Dynamic Ranges 

Hagen guides the dynamic framework of his early works with explicit markings, and 

insists that they be observed with thought to the dramatic intention represented by the 

dynamic. Dynamic ranges are often wide and varied within an individual phrase or song. 

"Youth, Day, Old Age and Night," a poem by Walt Whitman in the Rittenhouse Songs 

(1981), provides a telling example of varied dynamics that help paint and color the poet's 

words (see Appendix V). The dynamic marking at the beginning of the song is piano, 

followed by six different dynamic markings in the next six measures. The mezzo piano 

in measure six on the word "large," set with the downward interval of a fourth, rather 

than an upward interval and a forte dynamic, perhaps indicates discomfort with the 

image. "Lusty" is appropriately depicted with a mezzo forte dynamic and a return to 

piano sweetly illuminates "loving." The phrase "youth full of grace" sounds youthfully 

vibrant with the forte marking on the downbeat. The diminuendo through the measure to 

the word "grace" describes the youthful energy of all that is good and bad. Immediately, 

measure eleven, marked mezzo forte on the word "force," has youthful exuberance and 

excitement. "Fascination" follows with the piano dynamic depicting the curiosity of 

youth. The next phrase begins almost without breath in measure thirteen and contrasts 

by its length with the truncated ideas at the beginning of the song. This phrase repeats 

the effective dinunuendo to the word "grace." The last of eight measures requires nine 

dynamic changes in the vocal line. These dynamics take us through the youth's excite
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ment at seeing stars which he calls "suns" in the heavens and returns us to the peaceful 

slumber that happens only in darkness. On a purely statistical note, the song is forty 

measures long and in these forty measures, twenty-four changes in dynamic markings 

serve as the main indicators of poetic depiction! Later in the study, difficulties with 

interpretation of this song will be enumerated in detail. 

Measures 20-26 in Hagen's "Thrush" {Muldoon Songs. 1990) display another usage of 

dynamics not unlike "Youth, Day, Old Age and Night." Ten changes of dynamics exist 

within the six measures of figure 1.5. The purpose again is to illuminate the text and 

conununicate its emotional impact. The dynamic changes, coupled with articulation 

markings, portray the heightening anger of the subject. This anger, suppressed by the 

subito piano in measure twenty-two, is immediately followed by crescendos that signal us 

out of suppression and into a heightened rage. A crescendo and sforzando on the octave 

jump in the vocal line give the outburst explosive power. An immediate decrescendo to 

piano brings the subject to a desparate messa di voce on the word "hand." 



Figure 1.5 "Thrush" from Muldoon Songs - Measures 20-26. 
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Hagen explicitly marks dynamic changes (Figure 1.6) to distinguish between the "feck

less hand" and its turning, the "lean white fist," and then the softer return to the "freck

led hand." Hagen reveals the impotence of the protagonist by having the vocal line 

climax downward in defeat, rather than upward with satisfaction on the word "fist." The 

dynamic changes throughout the song empower the performer while occasional wide 

leaps, both upward and downward, intensify the drama. These procedures, combined and 

used sparingly, give the song its emotional and dramatic impact. 
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Figure 1.6 "Thrush" from Muldoon Songs - Measures 11-17. 
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Measure twenty-four of "Thrush" (Figure 1.5) exemplifies Hagen's use of extended 

intervals to interrupt the step-wise motion which dominates measures 20-26. Lyricism is 

maintained even with the descending octave jump at measure twenty-four as step-wise 

motion preceeds and follows the ocatve resulting in the resolution of "fist" up a whole 

step. Measure twenty-five again resumes a completely step-wise setting. Examples 

abound in Hagen's works of how dramatic, seemingly disjunct moments, still do not 

diminish the overall lyrical quality of the settings. As can be seen in all examples of this 

section, Hagen's melodies predominantly fall within our definition of lyrical — smooth, 

melodious, and sweet. 
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Text Setting 

Rhythm of Language 

At age fifteen Hagen received a significant gift from his parents. This gift, a piano vocal 

score of Britten's opera Billy Budd, shaped Hagen's concepts of text setting. Hagen 

maintains that Britten's operas Billy Budd and Peter Grimes particularly influenced his 

usage of rhythm and articulation.'" Britten's influence is still evident in examples of 

Hagen's operatic writing (seen later in the study), which resemble a direct correlation to 

Billy's last monologue in Billy Budd. 

Ned Rorem's vocal music has also been significant for Hagen. "Rorem's influence," 

says Hagen, "came in the use of range to highlight meaning. I took from Ned the idea or 

rule of choosing one single-most important word and putting it on the highest or lowest 

note in the song and never repeating that note."" 

Rorem's influence may be seen in the song "Love in a life" from Rittenhouse Songs 

(1981). The subject searches the house for his significant other with fear and apprehen

sion. The phrases in bars 17, 20,23, and 31 (Appendix III) climax on pitches that eventu

ally lead to the crux of the song in measure thirty-four. Here the f-sharp is the highest 

note of the song, and the only appearance in that octave. It illuminates the word "out" 

which strikes the reality most feared by the subject; his object of love has fled. The song 

then ends on f-sharp, an octave lower, depicting fear or realization turned to sorrow. 

'°Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, April 22, 1998. 

. .  Ibid. 
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Thus, the building and heightening of phrases to a climax through uses of dynamics and 

range, serve to enhance the drama while retaining the lyrical quality of the work. 

Further examples of the way in which text setting enhances the drama appears in mea

sures 6, 8, 14, 18 and 32. All include phrase endings of both stressed and unstressed 

syllables or words. The unstressed syllables all fall off the beat. The interplay between 

the piano and the voice is especially important in this song. The word settings correlate 

with the dramatic situation in that the phrases end abruptly. The piano immediately 

continues, suggesting a searching of the house for more evidence of the loved one. As 

one thought ends, the search, depicted by short piano interludes, begins the next. The 

word settings, in the context of lyrical phrases, are uttered in the lower register of the 

voice. 

In measure thirty-four, the setting of two pitches on the word "out" separated by an 

interval of a major sixth, is particularly dramatic. The molto diminuendo accomplishes 

the composer's intention of highlighting the subject's emotions of grief and defeat. Still 

very lyrical, this two note setting and the changing dynamic accurately and vividly 

convey these emotions. 

An excellent example of Hagen's vocal lyricism and text setting combined with dramatic 

intensity appears in the song cycle Dear Youth (1991). The fifth song of the cycle, "The 

Lord Knows..." is an unaccompanied setting (Figure 2.1) of a letter written by Ann 

Smith to her husband. The marking, "freely effiisive," suggests a freedom of expression, 

but strict adherence to the rhythm of the phrases is essential. A predominance of conjunct 

motion produces effective lyricism, and leaps in the melody accentuate important words 
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and emotions. The disjunct and accented quarter notes in the first measure suggest the 

strength of the lonely wife's belief that God can end the war. Later, the triplet figure 

marked with accents on "terrible strife," brings to life the emotions and fears evoked by 

war. Here again Hagen exploits the power of using the extremities of range. "Strife" is 

the lowest pitch in the measure and "Lord" is the highest. In the second measure, refer

ence to God is the highest pitch of this lyrical two-measure phrase. A meter change 

accentuates "guide" on a strong beat and properly sustains and elongates the operative 

words "guide," "people" and "accordingly." The fateful word "accordingly" is set with 

a triplet figure, while tenuto markings suggest more expression of breath and stress. 

Figure 2.1 - "The Lord Knows..." from Dear Youth . 
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Dramatic interpretation requires observance of the dynamics in measures 4-7, with a 

faster surface rhythm of sixteenth notes and off-beat accents, by which Hagen appropri

ately captures the agitation of the lonely wife. The phrase "I am almost getting reckless" 
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should be strong and rhythmically strict and should contrast sharply with the next phrase 

in which the wife begins to feel guilty for her selfish thoughts. Here the marking of 

morendo is important, as is the play between b-natural and b-flat which portray her 

feelings of guilt. The expressive marking "intimately" in measure nine indicates embar

rassment, after which the silent measure wonderfully depicts the wife composing her 

thoughts and feelings. She repeats in measure eleven, her positive philosophy concerning 

the problem of war. 

'The Lord Knows" is very lyrical with a predominantly step-wise melodic motion. The 

few larger intervals in the melody, along with the articulations, accentuate positive emo

tions and exclamations. But the dramatic accentuation does not detract at all from the 

lyrical quality of the setting. Concerning this song, Russell Piatt stated that, "Hagen has 

truly caught the meaning of the words."'- Hagen's articulation of the line is the song's 

dramatic strength and adherence to the markings given is required. Dear Youth requires a 

mature voice to successfully present the subject matter vocally and, above all, interpre-

tively in order to realize the profound beauty of this song cycle of Civil war misery. 

The Merrill Songs (1995) illustrate the setting of text in explicit and dramatic fashion 

while remaining lyrical. "Vol. XLIV, No. 3," the fifth song of the group, is entirely in 

recitative style; the setting of the words becomes the dramatic lyricism. At the beginning 

of the song Hagen has marked "Freely effusive, but not slow," and indicates that the 

quarter note equals 69. 

12 
"Russell Piatt,"Artfiil Simplicity: The Songs of Daron Hagen," Liner notes for 

Songs--Daron Hagen (Boston: Arsis Records), 1997. 
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(Figure 2.2 "Vol. XLIV, No. 3" from Merrill Songs - measures 1-7) 
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The musical setting responds to the natural flow and rhythm of the language. Hagen's 

articulations call for effects of staccato versus legato in measures six and seven (Figure 

2.2), giving the singer word paintings to color and bring to life. 

Hagen makes definite choices in his rhythmical setting of text. Quite often he chooses to 

set the rhythm of word and syllable with the use of all available rhythmic values, as in the 

above example. In other examples we see long strings of sustained and connected quarter 

notes written over flowing accompaniments. In both styles of rhythmic settings, the 

voice, always the primary influence and dramateur, must recite within a lyrical and legato 

framework. The phrases within the entire setting retain a lyrical style, with connections 
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of thought, predominantly step-wise treatments, and of extended legato phrases. 

Articulation 

Hagen feels strongly about strict observance of his articulation marks. He requests that 

singers should first attempt to assimilate the markings within a dramatic context. Since 

Hagen employs all types of articulation, the singer must be comfortable with their expres

sion, therefore the singer's duty is to find the meaning and the means to articulate. 

In "The Lord Knows... " (Figure 2.1 from Dear Youth, 1991) several accent markings 

should be noted. Hagen uses these accents to strengthen references or emotions. On the 

word "terrible" he writes the first triplets in the song which combined with accents, this 

produces emotion that sets the tone for the remainder of the song. Two bars later, tenuti 

markings on "accordingly," give a sense of peace and assurance that the Lord will guide 

the people. When observed, these markings express the emotion and the text naturally. 

The articulations in "Youth, Day, Old Age and Night," (Appendix V) are sparse; the 

composer relies on dynamics (see remarks on page 22). Hagen uses dynamics as his 

main instruments for color and interpretation. He uses tenuti markings sparingly and 

only on the operative words. The articulation of the word "action" is Hagen's request for 

a clipped accent, proper in this stringendo and loud masculine moment.'^ 

'^Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, October 14, 1998. 
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Since the Rittenhouse Songs (1981), Hagen has composed three operas. This experience 

of writing for the voice while expressing plot exposition, development, and climax has 

influenced his composition style. Also influential is experience of writing the operatic 

forms of recitative, aria, arioso, along with choral writing, each contributing to the evolu

tion of his settings for the voice. Hagen states, "I have made a concerted effort to accu

rately notate the gray area between parlando and arioso and have worked hard to have my 

theater music move freely and seamlessly back and forth from overt tunefulness, through 

elevated recitative, from recitative into speech, and all the way back again."'"* 

Appendix I shows pages from Bandanna, Hagen's latest opera (1998). In an aria, the 

character Kane comments to himself about the lines of migrant workers and then ad

dresses them in a speech-like quality. Many articulations are indicated which, together 

with syncopations, help to describe the quality of Kane's attitude. The vocal lines in the 

pesante section vary from staccato to legato. Later, these are followed by spoken phrases 

that must follow a rhythm. Interspersed is a sung phrase that ends with the singer speak

ing on pitch. From rehearsal 101 to 103 the vamp in the orchestra accompanies free 

speech. Then Kane again sings a lyrical phrase followed by rhythmically notated speech. 

These sections provide an overview of the attitudes of Kane. Hagen uses free speech to 

address the workers, and rhythmic speech to comment about the workers. Parlando 

phrases serve as dramatic expression within lyrical phrases. 

In the composition of opera or theater music, articulations is essential to the dramatic 

elements of a work. In the interpretive section of this study, many examples of all types 

14 
Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, April 12, 1996. 
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of articulation are commented upon. Because Hagen demands realization of each nuance 

on the page, the interpreter must seek and find his meaning. Hagen feels that the span of 

seventeen years between the composition of Rittenhouse Songs and his operatic works, 

has no bearing on his text setting. He feels that his use of rhythm as it correlates with the 

rhythm of the language, are one and the same. 

The early songs are replete with all the elements of articulation and dynamics, perhaps 

done to the point of not trusting performers' instincts. However, in his more recent vocal 

compositions, he tends to use fewer markings. Perhaps he has become more comfortable 

with the singer's ability to interpret his music. For example, he uses only one articulation 

marking in "Congedo" and "Ample make this bed" and only two in "The Green for 

Pamela." Hagen states, "I think that the primary difference between Rittenhouse Songs 

and Resuming Green, is that the older I become, the fewer the articulation markings and 

expressive markings 1 feel I need to put in the music. This makes the ones that are there 

more meaningful. Composers start to trust and believe that their music can stand on its 

own."" Perhaps after time a composer starts to trust certain interpreters of their works, 

thus, also resulting in fewer markings in the scores. 

Poem Alteration 

While a student of Rorem's, Hagen occasionally received poems to set that had been 

already set to music by his teacher. Wonderful insights as to the similarities and differ

ences in style of the two composers emerge when one compares Rorem's and Hagen's 

settings of 'To you," "Ferry me across the water" and "I am Rose." 

'^Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, June, 1994. 
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Each song, like the poem, is short. Both composers chose not to alter the poem with 

repetition or word change. They have taken the original poetry and applied musical 

elements to depict their interpretations. Hagen wants the song to read as prose, believing 

that the accompaniments should be simple and not distract from the poem and its images. 

"The text is sacrosanct," Hagen said in an interview. "I do not repeat words. The poem 

already has a music of its own. It is my duty to find that music and cooperate with that 

structure and express it melodically and harmonically."'® 

"Thou wouldst be Loved" is the only poem Hagen has altered from the poet's original 

meaning and phrase order. Hagen states, "the tmism is that love changes people. Just as 

the song starts in C major and ends in A major with a suspended 4th, the f)oetry and the 

setting are slightly at odds, the poet saying one thing, the composer the other (Figure 2.3). 

The final bars where Poe is saying 'And love, a simple duty.' but I have set it 'shall be an 

endless theme of praise, and Love (sic).' The result is that there is a basic understanding 

of the point, yet a different but equally valid one is made, just as a person says one thing 

and is interpreted as having said something else: meaning changes and love changes."'^ 

16 
Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, April 12, 1996. 

"ibid. 
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Figure 2.3 "Thou wouldst be Loved" - Measures 1-7 and 20-29. 
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Hagen was seventeen when he wrote "Thou wouldst be Loved." One might think a 

seventeen year old rather young to have such experience and such feelings about chang

ing love, and that this must be therefore a mistake of a young composer in setting and 

comprehension of text. However, the interlude before the last statement and its parlando 

setting indicate that Hagen's intentions were very clear. Hagen truly does ask at the end 

of this song... is love really just a simple duty? 

Changing Meters 

Two songs of Hagen's offer excellent examples of metric alternations or changing 

meters- - "The Trouble with Tom" from Dear Youth, is the only light and humorous song 

of the cycle, which is for the most part somber and reflective of the trials wrought by war 

and violence. This song serves as much needed comic relief. Its text is family gossip 

taken from Wisconsin Death Trip by Michael Lesy.'® "There is something demented 
19 

about this song," says Hagen, "it's a bit like whistling past a graveyard." Hagen uses 

interchanging 7/8, 8/8 and 3/4 rhythmic meters to illustrate the gossips at their work 

(Figure 2.4). The predominantly stepwise motion of the vocal line retains its lyrical feel 

through all the frequent rhythmic changes. Hagen demands softer dynamics at the begin

ning of the song, while asking for a breathless quality with bounce. Later we see dy

namic changes with accents, which help to depict the unfortunate love triangle. The 

return to soft dynamics with staccati articulations occurs for the first time in the song at 

18 
Max Weiss,"Give (His)Piece a Chance" Baltimore City Paper, March 6,1991. 

19 
Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, June 1994. 
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"the girls never married" which appears without accompaniment. The irony of the 

situation is strongly accentuated by this setting. The following melody is predominantly 

step-wise in three different meters. The changing meter sets the text in proper stress. 

Lyricism is intact as the phrase rises and then falls, accentuating the point "rest of their 

lives." 

Figure 2.4 "The Trouble with Tom" from Dear Youth -Measures 20-29. 
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The second example is from Rittenhouse Songs. The poem "Love" by Thomas Lodge is 

the last song of the group (Appendix VI). Hagen marks the tempo as "light and dance 

like, always at a steady quarter note equals 192." The song employs an altemating 

rhythm between duple and triple patterns known as a huapango. This feeling represents 

the subject's rueful search for love and the anxieties along that journey. The skittering 

piano part conveys the nervous anxiety.^ The second section of the song settles into a 

steady duple rhythmic pattern as the protagonist finds his way through the secret grove 

and meets sacred love. The return of the metric changes in the third section (reprise of A 

section) coincides with the return of anxiety as the protagonist fearfully foresees a life of 

loneliness. 

20, 
Ibid. 
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Accompaniment 

Relationship of Piano and Voice 

Many examples of unaccompanied songs appear within Hagen's song groups, as well as 

songs in which the voice and piano or voice and another instrument, essentially perform 

a duet. Echo s Songs, a group of eleven songs, offers examples of both. 

"Why Did You Go?" (e.e. cummings) is an unaccompanied song about the absence of a 

cat. The absence of the cat perhaps explains the absence of accompaniment. This lyrical, 

simple, and straightforward song segues into "Since You Went Away" (Shu Ch'i-siang), 

in which the piano returns (in one hand) but as only one voice. The vocal writing in 

consistently lyrical, both voices outlining similar intervals, and the melodic contours 

seem to mirror each other. This song segues, after a flowing postlude, into "Thou 

wouldst be Loved." 

'Thou wouldst be Loved," (Figure 2.3) from a poem by Edgar Allen Poe, is the first song 

ever written by Hagen then a junior in high school. One can see from this song Hagen's 

belief that too much musical material in the accompaniment can "muddy" the piece. 

Perhaps this is due to the limited piano skills of a seventeen year old. However, later 

songs prove that Hagen returns to the trends of youth as he really wants just two or three 

ideas to be heard simultaneously, and he relies on rhythmic, harmonic, or melodic unity 

to illustrate the text and give the song its uniqueness. It should be mentioned that the 

piano accompaniments of Hagen's songs generally appear manageable for most accompa

nists at even the college level. 
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"Thou wouldst be Loved" has a unifying accompanimental element seen in the first three 

measures; two eighth notes on the first beat precede a seventh chord sustained for the 

second two beats of the bar. This element appears throughout the song beneath the vocal 

line. Short interludes present faster surface rhythms, while the harmonic structure is 

deceptively simple. The chord progression of A major over b in the bass resolving to B 

major (see bar 6) creates a cadence point that ends ±e poetic thought in a fashion Hagen 

says he adopted during his teens from the vocal music of Marc Blitzstein.-' 

Figure 1.1 (p. 14) shows the piano and vocal outbursts that appear in "I am Loved." The 

vertical sonorities of the piano outline the vocal part and serve as strong support provid

ing an emotional beginning to the song. The piano accompaniment is thick in these first 

bars and encompasses the complete keyboard. The dynamics are loud, and the vocal line 

soars. Immediately following the outbursts, Hagen composes a one-note accompaniment 

for the voice with a tempo change depicting the inner pleasure of the subject. The vocal 

line drops to a more comfortable range as the piano texture allows this expression. These 

sections of changing texture and tempo define the form of the piece as a quasi rondo of 

ABACA'BA. 

The changing texture of the piano and the responding characterization of vocal drama is 

an excellent example of Hagen's skill in allowing the piano to blossom without subordi

nating the vocal setting. The emotional expressions in "I am Loved" revealed by chang

ing textures, tempi, and vocal registers appear within a lyrical framework. The lyricism 

of the song is completely intact until Hagen sets apart the last phrase, "isn't that strange!" 

in an unaccompanied parlando setting. 

21 
Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, June 12,1998. 
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Hagen feels that simplicity is a key to his success in composition of vocal music. He 

likes to employ motivic ideas and repeats them throughout the work. Examples of this 

appear in Merrill Songs. The opening song of the group uses a one-bar piano motive that 

recurs throughout the A section of the piece. The same motive returns in the seventh song 

of the group and serves as a unifying element. 

Figure 3.1- "Downward Look" from Merrill Songs - Measure one. 
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The first, third, fourth and seventh songs of Merrill Songs utilize short, repeated piano 

motives. Hagen uses these motives as accompaniment, allowing lyrical utterances to 

come from the voice. Thus, the ear is not besieged with thick or complex textures, and is 

allowed to hear the beauty of voice and text. 

Another favored technique of Hagen's is the use of recitative. Examples can be found in 

the fifth and sixth songs of the Merrill Songs. In these settings Hagen uses the piano's 

motives as interpolations of sound that complete and also change the formal structure 

(see figure 2.2, pg. 31). 

The song cycle Dear Youth (1991) is written for soprano, flute, and piano. The texts of 

these eight songs are taken from actual letters written during the Civil War by lonely 

wives and an Army nurse. The cycle begins with "Rally 'round the Flag," a recruitment 
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poem. Hagen sets the text with deep irony; instead of martial rhythms (heard only 

vaguely in the flute part), he foreshadows the emotional devastation that is the inevitable 

by-product of enlistment by beginning with stacked fourths and fifths (Figure 3.2), which 

make the overall hamionic center ambiguous. Meanwhile, the vocal line is straightfor

ward and very lyrical; if the context were changed one would recognize a ballad of the 

1800's. The cycle ends with "Silently dispersing," a song describing a wife at the 

window watching men returning from the war and hoping to see her husband among 

them. The flute and piano motives in these two songs bring the cycle fiill circle (Figures 

3.2 and 3.3). The flute gesture, a variation of the piano triplet figure in the first song, 

depicts the sighing and anxiety of the wife at the window. The half-note treatment of the 

piano is identical to that of the first song and is in the same key. 

Figure 3.2 "Rally round the Flag" from Dear Youth - Measure 1-3 
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Figure 3.3 "Silently dispersing" from Dear Youth - Measures 1-3. 
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Text Painting and Word Painting 

The few examples in the previous section highlight the voice as the most important 

element that expresses the drama in a Hagen song. However, this does not mean that 

there are not examples within the works in which the piano plays a dominant role in 

expression of the piece. 

"Vico," from Muldoon Songs (1990), is dominated by a linear accompaniment, which 

provides an aural representation of the squirrel's movement on the treadmill mentioned in 

the first line. The contour of the piano line rises and falls as does the contour of the vocal 

line. Periodically the two coincide, but there are moments of definite contrary motion. 

The ever present rhythm in the vocal line describes the monotony of the squirrel's routine 

(Figure 3.4). The repetitive motions and pitches of the two voices again confirm the 

simplicity of the setting in a smooth and melodious context. 
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Figure 3.4 "Vico" from Muldoon Songs - Measures 1-5. 
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The fifth song from Echo's Songs is "I am Rose." Already beautifully set by Ned Rorem, 

it was given by Rorem to Hagen for setting. Hagen imagined a little girl sitting at a piano 

practicing and therefore created an accompaniment that resembles a Bach Two-part 

Invention. Also he forbade the use of the sustaining pedal (Figure 3.5). The right hand 

has three entries in a canon with only one altered note followed by a shorter fourth entry. 

The left hand has two identical entries and a short third entry. The melody is very child

like, achieved by a simple melodic scheme which adheres to a basic harmonic structure 

and by playing eighth rests at the beginning of the first three vocal entries. Rorem's 

setting with its lovely melody, gives the speaker a mature personality, while Hagen's is 

more childlike. After hearing this song, Rorem declared it better than his own." 

-Ibid. 
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Figure 3.5 - "I am Rose" from Echo's Songs 
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The chamber work, for soprano. Three Silent Things (1984), has violin, viola, cello, and 

piano instrumentation; its duration is approximately twenty-two minutes. The piano 

plays different roles in the work, and there are duets between voice and another instru

ment. At times the voice is an equal partner with the instruments. However, the text is 

the most important element of the work. This is evidenced by the extensive use of vocal 

and instrumental word painting. The word "shake," melismaticaliy set with sixteenth 

notes tied to eighth note triplets (Figure 3.6), is an explicit portrayal of the word. 



The word "drift" is given a half step pitch alteration literally depicting a drift before the 

leap of a sixth. "Lacy jags" is described by sixteenth notes and changing contours. 

Figure 3.6 - Measure 1-8 of Three Silent Things 
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The setting of "of the pure air and the pitiless God" is another subtle yet effective use of 

text and word painting. Following the tied half note crescendo on the word "pure" in 

figure 3.7, the line descends through a minor tenth with triplet and accents accompanied 

by a sustained g I in the violin. This sets apart the word "God" with a rest in the vocal 

line and an off-beat accented double stop in the violin. Hagen uses these simple yet 

effective ideas to depict the pitiless God. 

Figure 3.7 - Measures 158-162 of Three Silent Things 
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An overt reference to Leonard Bernstein appears in Hagen's "The Satyr" from Love 

Songs. The tempo marking and character of the piece intentionally allude to Bernstein's 

"Rabbit at Top Speed" from La Bonne Cuisine. Hagen's piece emulates the out of 

tempo sections of Bernstein's piece for expressive purposes. Both pieces continue at the 

chaotic speed that characterizes the rabbit in Bernstein's work and the famished satyr in 

Hagen's. The vocal lyricism is unaffected by the briskness of tempo in Hagen's work. 

The lyrical lines (see Figure 3.8) are briefly interrupted by the repeated notes in the 

ritardando of measure twenty. The repetition of pitch, combined with the rhythmic 

choices taken out of tempo, depict vividly the results of one's excess. The return then of 

Tempo I at measure twenty-one implies that the satyr cares nothing about life's excesses. 

Finally at the end of the song, as in Bernstein's, the soft dynamic and the absence of 

accompaniment set-up the climax of the last two measures, dramatically emphasizing the 
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flourish in measure thirty-five. The accompaniment, juxtaposed with the held note on the 

word "pot," prepares the final stingers in both voice and piano of measure thirty-six. 

Figure 3.8 - "The Satyr" from Love Songs - Measures 14-36 
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Hagen stated in an interview, "The sub-text is [that] the satyr in the poem has gone to pot 

just [as], at the time, I felt that Lenny had let himself go with his own... appetites.^ 

^Ibid. 
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The sub-text is nonetheless affectionate; Hagen is forever grateful to Bernstein for his 

support and encouragement over the years. 

In an interview with Leonard Bernstein biographer, Meryle Secrest, Hagen described 'the 

most amazing night of my life': Bernstein came to Milwaukee in 1995 to attend a perfor

mance honoring his work and after the performance he talked with Hagen from nine in 

the evening until six in the morning. Hagen said he was made to feel special because 
24 

Bernstein took him [and his music] so seriously. 

Tritones, a Bernstein trademark, abound in the "The Satyr." We will forever remember 

the tritone as the character Tony, from West Side Story begins singing "Maria." Hagen 

has also adopted tritone relationships often with two tonal centers a tritone apart depict

ing different or opposing characters in a bi-tonal song. 

All composers use variations of tempi and surface rhythm in their works. Hagen works 

with varying tempi and surface rhythms to express changing emotional situations within a 

lyrical style. Among the many examples of this, some of the most dramatic, yet lyrical 

writing of Hagen appears in Shining Brow. Even though this example is not from art 

song, its stature as lyrical music drama demands that it be included in this study. 

Shining Brow. Hagen's first opera, ends with a final aria sung by the character Frank 

Lloyd Wright. Wright expresses his sorrow for the loss of his mistress, Mamah Cheney, 

and his mentor, Louis Sullivan. Interspersed with sorrowful memories, are recollections 

-•^Meryle Secrest, Leonard Bernstein:A Life., 1994. 
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about his work and philosophies. The aria has four changes of tempi; and with each 

tempo change comes a change in surface rhythm of either the voice or the orchestra (see 

Appendix 11 which shows a tempo change along with a key change at rehearsal marking 

217). The surface rhythm of the first section depicts Wright's unsettled emotions as he 

remembers Mamah and gathers strength to survive. This section flows into his philo

sophical ideas and reminiscences of childhood with a slower tempo and slower surface 

rhythm ending before rehearsal marking 219. The next section has a change in tempo 

and surface rhythm after the violins, cellos, bassoons and horns play the descending 

melodic line in unison which anticipates Wright's sorrow and confusion. Afterward, the 

texture and rhythm of the orchestra become just one repeated note. The last section 

alternates between accompanied and unaccompanied lyrical recitative. Like Britten, 

Hagen exhibits great care in his setting of the words, using articulation and dynamics to 

express the emotional state of Wright. 

The final scene in Shining Brow, Frank Lloyd Wright's final aria, follows closely the 

shape of Billy's monologue in Billy Budd. The influences on Hagen are obvious: care

fully delineated sections of differing tempi, color, and intentions; and the lyrically con

ceived setting of text, from its beginning to the quasi-recitative setting at the end. The 

rhythm of the language does not disrupt the musical flow. Clearly, Hagen had in mind 

Britten's remarkable Billy Budd and Peter Grimes as he completed his own first opera 

(the choral writing, though not a part of this study is also similar in its conception, scope 

and importance). It is also perhaps not coincidental that Hagen's favorite operatic voice 

types are similar to those of Britten's: lyric tenor, lyric baritone, and a fully lyric soprano. 
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Tenor 

Baritone 

Soprano 

Britten 
Vere (Budd) 
Peter (Grimes) 

Billy (Budd) 
Keene (Grimes) 
Balstrode (Grimes) 

Ellen (Grimes) 

Hagen 
Sullivan (Brow) 
Taco (Vera) 
Morales (Bandanna) 

Wright (Brow) 
Kane (Bandanna) 
Jake (Bandanna) 
Dumdum (Vera) 

M. Cheney (Brow) 
Mona (Bandanna) 
Doll (Vera) 

Harmonv 

Hagen's "Ferry me across the water" is dominated by an often used harmonic trait of his-

namely a series of unresolved seventh chords. Seen in measures seventeen and nineteen 

(Figure 3.9), these phrases bubble forward like waves and his harmonies draw on jazz 

piano voicings, giving the setting a more flirtatious nature.^ 

Figure 3.9 "Ferry me across the water" - Measures 15-20. 
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^Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, April 13, 1998. 
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Marc Blitzstein's influence may be seen throughout Hagen^s songs in an abundant use of 

suspended seconds and fourths. In the following discussion, the terra "suspended" is not 

used as it is taught in beginning music theory classes. The classroom definition of "sus

pended" implies that a note or harmonic function be tied over into another. I use the term 

as it is used in tabulature, to designate a suspension as an "added tone" not normally 

found in the triad. 

An example of 4-3 suspensions exists in "Youth, Day Old Age and Night" (Appendix V). 

Each of the first four measures contains these suspended fourths. Suspensions on vary

ing chord tones, follow in subsequent measures. Interestingly, Hagen similarly uses the 

same types of suspensions in "Absinthe" composed seventeen years later. The suspen

sions occur within the same waltz-Iike context, but with the difference that now a note 

appears on the downbeat (Figure 3.10). 

Figure 3.10 - "Absinthe" measures 37-41. 
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"Absinthe" also employs a mode shift from A minor to the parallel major after the first 

eight measures (Figure 3.11). The modal shift depicts the exciting things that happen 

during the morning hours. The song also employs crescendos with climbing pitches and 

faster surface rhythms. Hagen prefers using all the tools available for the expression of 

the text (poem). 

Figure 3.11 - "Absinthe" Measures 1-12. 
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"Never Pain to Tell Thy Love" is a song unified by elements of harmony and rhythm. 

These elements engage the listener's ears by simple repetitions of rhythm and color. 

Hagen's use of extended tertian chords to the 11th and 13ths is his way of giving the song 

color or tension and release. An example of a polychord appears in measure fourteen 
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(Figure 3.12). The chord that illuminates the word "ghastly" is B major in the left hand 

and a first inversion F minor chord in the right hand. Again, Hagen relies on extensive 

dynamic markings in the vocal line to facilitate his interpretation of the text. The re

peated elements of the accompaniment draw attention to the melody. 

Figure 3.12 "Never Pain to Tell Thy Love" - Measures 11-16. 
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In the song 'To you" Hagen uses bitonality to indentify the passing strangers. The right 

hand of the accompaniment is in D Major and the left hand in b minor (Figure 3.13). The 

voice wanders, centering in neither tonality. This depicts the uneasiness of the speaker 

who has met a su^ger and is unable to engage in conversation. Hagen often turns to 

bitonality to define opposing subjects within a song. 
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Figure 3.13 'To you" 
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And why should I not speak to you? 

Bitonality is also used to express drama or emotion. The listener's ear may or may not 

apprehend the technique. However it is a dramatic technique that definitely does not 

disrupt the lyricism of the work. Tonal centers often identify characters and these tonal 

relationships appear quite often in tritone relationships. As discussed above, the tri-tone 

relationship represents antagonistic forces. 

However, as evidenced by "Blemish" from Muldoon Songs , opposition and bitonality 

need not always be antagonistic. The blemish refers to the different colored eyes of the 

subject with bitonality depicting the two different eye colors. The piano begins in F# 

major and the voice in A-flat major (Figure 3.14). In the fourth bar they switch tonalities 

for one measure and then end in the eighth measure as they began. The vocal line re
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mains fluid and melcxlious through the tonal shifts. Hagen wishes that this song be 

performed in one breath - -possible since the song is only six measures in length. 

Figure 3.14 - "Blemish" from Muldoon Songs 
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"Requiem" (1986) is the sixth song of Love Songs. Its bitonality accentuates the dra

matic situation of a couple on the verge of divorce, living in separate worlds or separate 

keys. The hands of the piano accompaniment, also in different keys, at times reverse. 

For example measures eighteen through twenty-four show the tonalities of B-flat major 

and E major (Figure 3.15); the tonalities shift hands in measure nineteen (see the piano 

accompaniment). The sonority E-flat major acts as a pivot chord between the two key 

centers. Acting as a leading tone to E-major and a sub-dominant to B-flat, it easily allows 

modulations and shifts from one hand to the other and one tonality to the other. A decade 
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later Hagen used these two exact tonalities for the characters of Frank Lloyd Wright (B-

flat major) and Mamah Cheney (E major) in "Shining Brow." 

Figure 3.15 "Requiem" from Love Songs - Measures 18-24. 
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At the end of Three Silent Things (1984), Hagen uses the vertical and linear harmonic 

device of an augmented chord to express the drama. Figure 3.16 shows the augmented 

melodic outlining of the harmony; both the choice of chord and vocal register act as the 

tools to depict the words "so cold?" The chord is a seventh chord with a raised fifth built 

from B-flat. The notes in the vocal line on the word "cold" fall successively on the 

seventh, raised fifth, and the root of the chord. This augmented chord and its usage in the 

bottom of a soprano's range color the coldness felt by the subject. 
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Figure 3.16 -Three Silent Things - Measures 276-279. 
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"Sonnet" is a personal favorite of Hagen's. The melody, which also appeared in the 

prologue of Shining Brow, begins in the accompaniment as the nightingale (heard in the 

left hand obbligato) is impaled on a thorn of the bush (the right hand ostinato). At the 

marking "voluptuous," the harmony thickens in a sonority of E major with added notes of 

a flatted third (in the voice) and a suspended second (Figure 3.17). The harmony then 

passes through A major, sidestepping E-flat major in measure thirty-nine, finally resting 

at E major again. The polychord of E-flat (with a sharp five) over an A major sonority 

accomplishes the modulation. The pedal E in measures forty through forty-two anchors 

the tonality before moving to G which acts as a dominant to C minor at measure forty-

three. The sonority at measure forty-three is a C minor seventh chord, again with a 

suspended-second piano obbligato, (which could be a ninth of the chord) and a suspended 

fourth that ends the vocal line. 

The syncopated chords of the piano ostinato accompany the obbligati of the other piano 

voicing and the singer. The singer's obbligato moves most often in contrary motion to 

the moving piano obbligato. The non-syncopated melody of the vocal part is lyrical in its 

smooth, predominantly stepwise motion and its long phrases. The dramaticism of this 

song comes from the tension created by the use of triplets in the text setting, in addition 
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to the range and dynamics of the vocal part. 

Figure 3.17 - "Sonnet" from Love Songs - Measures 35-50. 
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"Sonnet" is a very straightforward song but Hagen nevertheless has a little fun with it. 

"The descending triads in the last measures are a conscious allusion to the descending 

triads in Der Rosenkavalier and are intended to be ironic." stated Hagen in an inter

view.^ Please note again Hagen's usage of the suspended fourth (a-sharp) of the E 

minor chord at the conclusion of the song. 

An ostinato Figure appears in the song "Ah! Sun Flower" in Love Songs. This two-bar 

ostinato which oscillates between G major and E-flat major (Figure 3.18), represents the 

steps to the sun. The listener's ear hears this recurring ostinato and immediately envi

sions the steps referred to in the first phrase. 

26 
Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, April 13, 1998. 
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Figure 3.18 - "AJi! Sun Rower'* from Love Songs - Measures 1-4. 
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A return to basic harmonic structures appears in the next two examples. In "Congedo" 

from the group Resuming Green (composed in 1998, Appendix VII) Hagen has returned 

to a simpler method of harmony and therefore, of expression. In this song he uses just 

five chords and one motive, varying their appearance throughout the song. In the last 

seven measures of the example, the five chords and the one motive are seen in their 

purest form. This is a return to the harmonic style of his early compositional life. An

other song in Resuming Green, "Ample make this bed," is also harmonically simple. 

The key of A -flat major dominates the song (Appendix IX), and the harmony remains 

diatonic and simple throughout the song. The B section of the song begins in the sub-

dominant, D-flat major. The sonorities of e minor over d-flat in the bass, color the climax 

of the song. The return of the A section delays the return to A-flat major until the very 

last chord of the song. The use of the secondary dominant B-flat major moves us through 

to the dominant of E-flat major, before finally resting on A-flat major in the final mea

sure. The last phrase and interjection of the voice enters over a C minor sonority with a 

suspended fourth. This sonority differs from previous sonorities of the same melody. 

The suspension of the color allows Hagen's interrupted setting to work. The poem 

demands interruption and Hagen willingly complies. This song, originally composed in 

1989, was revised in 1998. 
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Again, in his desire to honestly express the two poems, Hagen uses simple harmonies and 

ideas; no more than two or three are presented in these two songs from Resuming Green. 

As is apparent from ±e examples related to harmonic style, Hagen has in his repertoire 

many devices with which to express a dramatic situation or moment. He captures a 

moment with an extended sonority, depicts opposing forces or characters with bi-tonality, 

or paints words and text in either the piano setting or the vocal setting, but never does the 

lyrical quality of the vocal lines become hindered or diminished. 

Song Forms 

In study of song forms I have chosen to focus solely on the most recent group of songs. 

Resuming Green. Since the group contains newly composed songs and revised songs, it 

is an excellent example of Hagen's evolution in song form composition. The songs of the 

group are listed below, with the dates of composition and of revision and the form. 

1. "Congedo" Expanded Rondo - Comp. 1998 (Appendix VII). 
2. "The Waking" Strophic - Comp. 1993 - Rev. 1998 (Appendix VIII). 
3. "Ample Make this bed" - Binary - Comp. 1989 - Rev. 1998 (Appendix IX). 
4. "Green for Pamela" - Expanded Rondo - Comp. 1993 - Rev. 1998 (Appendix X). 

In "Congedo" Hagen composed several piano interludes and a postlude. In this song 

(Appendix VII) Hagen demonstrates his greater comfort with allowing the piano to 

express emotion. Two very interesting developments or changes in Hagen's style appear 

in the example; piano interludes of varying length separate the vocal ideas and emotions, 

and they delineate the phrases into a form. The form is an expanded rondo, 

ABABACABD//Coda. 
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"The Green for Pamela." is again an expanded rondo (Appendix X). The song's "death 

chord" appears at the onset. The "death chord" is a d minor chord with added major and 

minor ninths. The resulting dissonance dilutes the tonic of the chord. The A section and 

its returns are in recitatives. The form of the piece is delineated by key centers, voice 

settings, and piano treatments. The D section of the rondo is a short piano solo that 

expresses powerfully the death of the child in the poem, using an augmentation of the 

"death chord." Hagen allots to the piano what is possibly the most important moment in 

the song. 

The remainder of the songs in Resuming Green contain song forms with which Hagen 

feels more experienced and comfortable. "The Waking" is a strophic song; "Ample 

make this bed" is a binary song. These forms, along with through-composed, were the 

only song forms used by Hagen in his early compositional life. Hagen attributes this 

limited usage of varied song forms to the fact that his main mentor and teacher of many 

years, Ned Rorem, had no interest in form. 

"Therefore, I only composed binary forms and some through-composed forms. 
Basically, those were the two kinds of songs. As you look at Ned's songs, he is 
not involved with form. I have become, as years go by, more and more interested 
in form because of working with Muldoon. Muldoon's poetry is strongly struc 
tured under the guise of free form. Because Paul's poetry is so strong I could 
work against it. I find it interesting and fulfilling to find the poetic structure, and 
the musical structure; they don't necessarily need to agree."" 

From this overview one sees how Hagen's song forms have evolved from simple to more 

extended and complex. This evolution of form has not hindered or diminished the lyrical 

quality of Hagen's writing for the voice. Rather these forms have captured and illuminat-

"''ibid. 
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ed dramatic situations by the use of more complex piano accompaniments. The text 

settings remain as they have over the course of Hagen's composing career, lyrical in 

foundation and expressive in articulation. 

Conclusion 

Hagen has essentially added another dimension to his song writing over the last seven

teen years - - the dimension of the theater. His techniques and tools are the ones he has 

used throughout his career in his efforts to express the intrinsic music of the poem. 

Composing operas has aroused his desire to make art songs more theatrical. He has 

essentially become a "structurist" and a dramaticist convinced that all songs must sustain 

the desired mood. Art songs and instrumental music may be dramatic, but operas must 

be dramatic, or they become oratorios.^ Through his recent experiences as an opera 

composer, Hagen has moved away from the ideas of Rorem, has worked through the 

ideas of Bemstein and Britten, and is now developing his own creative voice. 

The influences above, along with Hagen's skill and creative craft, have taken his songs to 

new heights. Composer Russell Piatt, in the liner notes for the first recording of Hagen's 

songs, states, "Daron Hagen is the finest American composer of vocal music in his 
29 

generation." 

^Daron Hagen, "Singing Along with Paul," Making Musics: Collaborations Be
tween Poets and Composers, 1978-2000. 

^Russell Piatt, "Artful Simplicity: The Songs of Daron Hagen," Liner notes for 
Songs-Daron Hagen (Boston: Arsis Records), 1997. 
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Hagen's success may be due to the fact that his style is derived from many musical styles. 

His single overriding goal seems to be the expression of emotion and life. He draws from 

many composers while finding ways to pay tribute to them. He expresses simply, con

cisely, and without pretension. 

In an article entitled "Everything Old Is New Again" Hagen stated, "As a composer, I'm 

deeply grateful for these non-tonal innovations, since my basic relationship with tonal 

music has been enhanced by listening to, leaming the techniques involved in the compo

sition of other music. Most of the composers I know possess the tools to say what they 

want to say in more ways than ever before."^ 

Hagen attributes his success to the fact that he strives to remain simple. "It's easy to be 

clever and hard to be simple. I am at my best when I keep things simple. It's hard for me 

to be simple."^' As he has also done in his orchestral music, Hagen has begun to limit his 
3'» 

art songs to two or three ideas." He uses common musical tools and sonorities. After 

many years of trying to impress with his compositional skill and intellect, he can directly 

express the mood of a poem in a simple straightforward manner. The marking at the 

beginning of "Absinthe" (composed in 1998) is indicative of this. He decrees that the 

song be performed in a "painfully simple" manner. For Hagen, the mood is the most 

important aspect of any art song and he does not wish to cloud the issue with superfluous 

30 
Daron Hagen,"Everything Old is New Again," Contemporary Music Review, 6 

pages 51.52 

' Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, June 1994. 

^^id. 
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musical material. Also he prefers that the singer and pianist find the essential mood and 

color of the song. 

In summary, Hagen's songs are tonal and usually thinly textured. He uses only a few 

selected ideas to illuminate the text which, like most song composers, he considers the 

most important element of song. One will not find many extended interludes, preludes or 

postludes in an early Hagen song. In later songs , he feels more comfortable in allowing 

the piano, as a more equal partner with the voice, to express sub-textual ideas. He merges 

technical systems without regard to reactions from the corrununity of composers. His 

goal is to express himself in an efficient and effective manner. 

The nature of Hagen's vocal lines is predominantly lyrical and at times they take on a 

vocally dramatic flavor, but only as the text demands. He likes the voice to soar and to 

be sustained, although the vocal lines are occasionally recitative-like as text and drama 

dictate. The harmonic structure is simple but usually lush with colors, including many 

extended sonorities with occasional polychords. Every Hagen song utilizes unifying 

elements of melody, harmony, and rhythm. 

The songs require meticulous study of the composer's instructions; his markings give 

much insight into the emotions needed to express the text. The extensive markings signal 

that he is a composer who prefers that voices use a variety of qualities and colors to 

depict the texts, and that all is accomplished in a consistently lyrical style of song. Thus, 

Hagen's markings demand careful observance in order to express the true emotion of the 

language. 
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Also required is a singer with a mature technique - - a secure technique that can allow the 

voice to flow freely throughout the whole range and at all dynamic levels. The many 

extended phrases require secure breath support and breath management. Most Hagen 

songs are quite demanding and not for beginners. However, there are a few songs that 

young singers with good musical skills could manage while finding them interesting and 

challenging. 

I end this section with another Hagen quote for it is the composer himself who can best 

describe his style, his influence, his reason for composing, his technique, and his goals. 

"I keep turning around to find music in a new light: Newly Tonal or Newly 
Whatever, what was old simply becomes new again. The greater issue, the nature 
of one's relationship with music, remains immutable, except in as much as it has 
been enhanced by the de-stigmatization of the various systems (and the combina
tion of systems) with which it may be expressed. Music stands on common 
ground. So long as composers believe in the need for its creation and recreation, 
music will bless us with countless fresh ayres."'' 

Incorporation of several genres of American music, the tonal style of the I940's, jazz, 

serialism, bitonality, rock and roll, results in the distinctive fresh sensibility and freedom 

of expression that have become Hagen's style. This sets him dramatically apart from 

earlier composers and renders unforgettable the lyrical, very poignant, dramatic songs of 

Daron Hagen. 

^^Daron Hagen,"Everthing Old Is New Again," Contemporary Music Review, 6 

pages 51-52. 
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SECTION II 

AN INTERPRETIVE GUIDE 

Pierre Bemac used his skills as a musician and his experience as a performer of melodie 

to offer interpretive guides to French art songs. Perhaps the foremost interpreter of 

French melodie, through his complete and intimate knowledge of the music of Francis 

Poulenc, he became the definitive interpreter of Poulenc's songs. In the preface of his 

book. The Interpretation of French Song, Bemac offered insights into the art: "In order to 

do full justice to vocal music, each sound must have its value, not only in pitch and 

rhythm, but also in color and verbal stress. The reason is that the music of the poem is as 

important as the music set to the poem. The music of the words and the music itself are 

one and the same; they should not be disassociated."" 

These words apply to most songs in the repertoire today. Rarely, it seems, is good art 

song just melody that "grabs" the ear. Composers have many tools from which to draw 

in expressing the miriade ideas of poetry. The problem for performers is that we must 

first leam those tools, devices - - those tricks - - tricks that have become a part of the 

composer's regular arsenal. After we assimilate these tools and tricks we must then 

formulate a vocal apparatus around them that can be true to the text, true to the drama, 

true to the art, and true to ourselves. 

Perhaps the success of Pierre Bemac hinges on absence of the slightest apprehen

sion that all vocal utterances and vocal colors, if expressive of the drama, are acceptable. 

34 
Pierre Bemac, The Interpretation of French Song, 1976, page 3. 
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Bemac wrote, "In so far as the vocal difRculties and the tessitura permit, the poetic text 

must be perfectly intelligible. This is a matter of politeness to the listener and fundamen

tal honesty to the poet."" This statement re-affirms what is confirmed by his record

ings: Bemac never sacrificed text intelligibility for beautiful singing, but rather, the 

opposite. 

I completely concur with Shirley Emmon's statement in. The Art of the Song Recital: 

"The singer, like a musically sensitive detective, must ferret out the composer's personal 

feelings toward the chosen text and the musical means chosen to set it."^ In the conclu

sion of the previous section of this study, 1 noted that all markings in the music of 

Hagen's songs must be meticulously observed. The markings obviously offer insight 

into Hagen's dramatic intentions in setting the poems. The correlation of the poetic drama 

and the musical drama is the key to the performance of a Hagen song. Without this 

insight, the song loses expression and therefore the most important aspect of the song's 

beauty. Conductor James Levine remarked, "The goal of producing a performance as 

faithful to the composer's intentions as possible requires more than literal fidelity to 

notation; one must steep himself in a number of things_as much of that composer's 

output as possible."" This statement certainly applies to performance of Hagen's songs. 

Levine's remark, and the following statement by singing teacher Victor Fields, explain 

the value of an interpretive guide. Fields declared: "Absorption is a perceptive 

Ibid. 

^Shirlee Emmons, The Art of Song Recital, 1979, page 109. 

. .  Ibid. 
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prcxress. Assimilation comprehends and evaluates experience, and their practical effects 

in performance. Expression is a conmiunicative process. Thus, the singer absorbs, 

assimilates and expresses an interpretation based on his own understanding."^ Part of 

my goal is to offer the reader my experience and insight from having worked with Daron 

Hagen in performance of his music. To paraphrase Fields, one can only communicate the 

knowledge that one possesses. 1 hope to offer more knowledge to the reader and through 

the process, gain more for myself. I hope my work not only enables other singers to 

perform Hagen's music but also provides them with tools to enjoy, as well as to employ, 

in the journey toward truly artistic performance. 

This is my goal; it is an ongoing process for me and for all of us. I know that through 

the process of studying, learning, singing, and interpreting the songs of Daron Hagen, I 

have learned much regarding the art of song composition and performance. It has been 

my great fortune to begin to know these songs and their creator. 

The great lieder interpreter Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau writes, "Eine vollig authentische 

Interpretation gibt es nicht."'^ "A fully authentic interpretation does not exist." 

Although I agree with Dieskau, I hope nonetheless that through this study, I can bring to 

life an appreciation for a body of very special song repertoire through the process of 

lyrical and dramatic analysis. 

^*Victor Fields, Foundations of the Singer's Art, 1977, page 464. 

•^'Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Tone sprechen, Worte klingen, 1985. 
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Interpretation is a communicative process. Levels of conmiunication exist between the 

collaborative artists as well as between the artists and the audience. Although the rela

tionship of artist to audience is the definition most readily accepted, in songs, and espe

cially in Hagen's songs, conununication, expert cooperation, and collaboration between 

the artists are essential to achieve the desired dramatic or musical result. Adherence to 

the settings and markings must emanate from the artists involved. The singer, usually 

allowed to move freely through the phrases, must be expertly followed. Vocal utterances 

must be strong and not tentative; secure intentions concerning the musical and dramatic 

elements are required; clear indications from the singer are essential; and above all the 

singer must avoid giving the accompanist misleading indications. These processes of 

interpretation require thorough rehearsal and preparation on the parts of both pianist and 

singer. 



Rittenhouse Songs 

Hagen composed the Rittenhouse Songs while a student of Ned Rorem at the Curtis 

Institute for Music in 1981. Rittenhouse is the prominent town square in the center of 

Philadelphia where the Curtis Institute is located. Ned Rorem assigned the poems by 

Lodge and Browning, and Hagen chose the other two that form the group. These songs 

were the first composed under Rorem's tutelage. 

Study of the poems of Rittenhouse Songs reveals that each has an element of searching or 

wandering with anxiety attached: Browning's "Love in a Life" is a search for the loved 

one colored with fear of her final departure; Sexton's "Just Once" voices a search for 

life's meaning while wandering through the landscape; Whitman's "Youth, Day, Old Age 

and Night" searches into aspects of youth and the fear of aging; and Lodge's "Love" is a 

search for love accompanied by the fear of loneliness. 

"Love in a Life" f Appendix III) 

The piano accompaniment starts rather sparsely, though not without movement, depicting 

the search through the house. Hagen's tempo marking of "moderately slow" implies a 

lack of steadiness as the surface rhythm of the song changes depending on the state of the 

search for the loved one. Urgency and uneasiness are increased in measure two with the 

added voices in the accompaniment. The voice enters in measure four over sparse ac

companiment at a soft dynamic level. Hagen urges the singer to sing softly here in a 

depiction of apprehension. "Hunt" (measure five) should not be sung too loudly but 

rather as a connection of line through the end of the phrase. The singer can gain control 
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over this phrase and the interval in measure five with a slight glottal stop, which will aid 

in text intelligibility, before the word "I." Hagen composes a breath for the singer after 

"through," but all ideas must flow continuously through the word "together" to complete 

the thought. The unaccented wording (measure eight) is vital to the word setting and 

character of the poem. Hagen has indicated that a diminuendo is important to negotiate 

this phrase ending. At the entrance on "heart" (measure nine) one must inmiediately 

begin the crescendo as marked. This is essential for illumination and resonance of the 

following words as the pitch levels drop lower. The crescendo at "shall" is also important 

to prepare for the syncopation in measure twelve on the accented word "next." The 

illumination of "next" in measure twelve indicates that the heart is always ready to find 

her but the mind can always find trouble. The lower pitched phrase "not the trouble 

behind her" is set apart from the positive feelings of the heart in measures eleven and 

twelve. Hagen again sets the endings of phrases with fading rhythm and dynamics at 

measures fourteen, eighteen and twenty-one. 

The semi-soft attack on the anacrusis to measure twenty-three is important. The dynam

ics must still be restrained. A loud attack could possibly make the upward interval of a 

fifth to "looking-glass" too powerful, tJius wrongly anticipating the climax of the song. 

The following interlude (as do all the interludes in this song) depicts the continuing 

search of the house. The rubato marking at measure thirty-one begins the long ascent to 

the climax or crux of the song. Hagen's use of the rubato, like Stephen Sondheim's, 

allows the singer to freely change tempo and stress the notes most in need of sustained 

intensity. The sustained chord (measure thirty-one) also supports the singer's freedom to 

emote. Continuing into measures 32-34 the sparse accompaniment still grants the neces

sary freedom to the interpreter to stress the operative words. 
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Illumination of the word "out" offers two performance problems for the interpreter. 

First, the word, written on two pitches, lies in two separate registers of the voice. There

fore, registration requires changing when singing from one note to the other. Second, the 

preceding phrases climax in a sequence of higher pitches with dynamic increases in each 

phrase. The singer's instinct is to continue to sing loudly as the song climaxes in measure 

thirty-four. However, Hagen has composed it differently. The written molto diminuendo 

enforces the composer's intention of highlighting the grief and defeated emotions of the 

subject. This is problematic in this register of the baritone voice, but a mix of head and 

falsetto mechanisms accommodates the softer dynamic and the change in tone color 

required to depict the emotional realization. As Bemac states, "The performer's first 

task is therefore to decipher this notation and embody it in sound, with the utmost care 

and scrupulous accuracy."^ 

Tempo I, at measure thirty-nine, also signals a return to searching and to the more strict 

rhythmic setting of voice and piano. The song concludes, as it began, with a restrained 

dynamic. This now depicts the resignation of the protagonist at realizing he has lost his 

love. 

This is a difficult song to perform, taking concentrated rehearsal time because the piano 

accompaniment does not define entrances for the singer with pitch clarification and 

rhythmic definition. For this performer, though the song is learned and has been re

hearsed numerous times, an ungratifying feeling still exists with this particular selection 

from Rittenhouse Songs. 

40 
Pierre Bemac, The Interpretation of French Song, 1976, page 3. 
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Perhaps these ungratifying sensations are precisely Hagen's intent. What better way to 

depict the unsuccessful and ungratifying search of the protagonist but through musical 

language that brings uneasy and complicated feelings for the performers. 

One must remember that the dramatic situations in this song flow from one to another. It 

differs from most art songs in that its drama is constantly moving. The protagonist goes 

from one room to another, gathering his thoughts, as the piano, constantly "churning," 

depicts the movement. If the performer can not sense the movement and feel the ability 

to move and not move (with regard to tempo) given the text and drama, then the song is 

void of the proper dramatic elements required for this miniature theatre piece. 

"Just Once" (Appendix IV) 

The second of the Rittenhouse Songs is a setting of Anne Sexton's "Just Once." Hagen 

used this work again as the melody for the sixth piece of his Cello Songs. Wandering, 

depicted throughout the song by the repeated notes in the piano, is imagined as the steady 

plodding of footsteps and perhaps the tolling of the bells from nearby churches. The 

marking of "free and simple" allows the singer to sustain and stress words or pitches 

between the repeated notes of the piano. Most vocal phrases are begun after the piano's 

downbeats with a written rest in the voice part. The singer must be careful in attacking 

phrases and keeping steady beats as indicators for the accompanist. Any slight accelera

tion of the surface rhythm will send the wrong signal to the accompanist. The outcome 

would be an unsteady pace rather than reflective walking along the river. The difficulty 

of this song, with respect to tempo, is that zdl tempo changes seem almost entirely the 

singer's responsibility. 
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The song begins without dynamic indication. The lower tessitura at the beginning of the 

first phrase suggests a rather subdued volume that increases as the pitch levels rise. It is 

not necessary to be overly concerned with dynamics, since they seem well controlled by 

the melodic shape of the phrase. 

The last beat of the first measure provides a striking example of Hagen's great care in 

setting text. The triplet figure over "suddenly" is important and anticipates the eighth 

notes at "I understood." Essential to the message and depicting the inmiediacy, the 

rhythm requires absolute correctness. The faster surface rhythm at "I understood" indi

cates a color change that aids in depiction of understanding. 

Hagen asks that the second phrase start at mezzo-forte and immediately crescendo to 

forte. The singer should not change tempo with each stage of faster surface rhythm and 

louder dynamics. The descending phrases of eighth notes in measure two and three must 

be evenly articulated. At measure three an upper neighbor d-flat lies in the voice part, 

while the piano also has been sustaining d-flat. Care must be taken that the d natural, 

used to depict "neoned" in the following measure is accurate. 

In measures seven through ten Hagen indicates many dynamic changes and a stringendo, 

which, when observed, aid in the evocation of remembering seeing the same stars during 

past walks along the river with a loved one. The stringendo increases the urgency and 

tension. Increased tension is also created by three consecutive beats of triplets that begin 

at forte and end at a mezzo-forte. The gradual decrease in dynamics to pianissimo at 

measure eleven expresses crying. This dynamic is important for the emotional feeling of 

the setting. 
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The baritone voice must use another mixed head registration to negotiate the passage 

"and cried my heart" at the softer dynamic. The color change will be temporary, as the 

downward interval of a sixth will alter the registration back to a normal chest register. 

The lower pitches of the phrase serve to create a quality of defeat. Careful observance of 

the g-flats at "east bound cars" is essential. The dissonance produced by singing them 

against the g-natural of the piano reiterates the anguish felt in the previous measure. 

In measure twelve we see a more melismatic setting of "cried" with stringendo marked 

above it. The tempo should not change too much and the change must be gradual so as 

not to disturb the syncopations written in beats two and three. These syncopations, along 

with the melismatic word painting and forte dynamic, appear as wonderful depictions of 

the phrase. When accurately performed, the effect is marvelous. 

The subito piano in measure thirteen, which begins another descent into the lower regis

ter, indicates the subject's return to reality and truth. A securely managed breath and 

resonance are essential here as the phrase is long, therefore changing registration is 

necessary to sing the entire phrase. 'Truth" at the depth of the phrase needs chest regis

tration to resonate cleanly, and the melisma on "small" at a soft dynamic level needs a 

mixture of chest voice and head voice. Changing registration will then allow the singer 

to manage the breath easier. 

The triplet figure on the words "hurried my" (measure fourteen), before the word "truth" 

of bar fifteen, is a tender anticipation of the word "charm." Careful observance of this is 

important, as is the crescendo. A pure [u] at the pianissimo will aid in head voice engage

ment, while accurate resonance and placement are necessary to sing the crescendo as 

written. Then a triplet figure appears again before the sustained word "home." 
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The diminuendo must be observed and the next phrase re-attacked at the dynamic level 

of release in the previous phrase. 

The last phrase of the song requires a managed breath in order to sing a decrescendo 

while sustaining the b-flat of "morning" into the last triplet figure. A breath should be 

taken before "only." A relaxed and open throat is essential after the long sustained 

diminuendo to allow registration to shift for the last word "gone" on the low a-natural. 

"Youth. Day. Old Age and Nieht" (Appendix V) 

The third of the Rittenhouse Songs is from the poetry of Walt Whitman. "Youth, Day, 

Old Age and Night" is a marvelous poem about the fascinating ingredients of youth that 

reappear as days recycle relentlessly to old age. The initial dynamic indication for the 

singer is piano and is found next to the first word of the vocal line (see Appendix V). The 

dynamics of the voice adhere closely to those of the accompaniment and change fre

quently. The initial entrances are short segments listing adjectives associated with youth. 

Hagen highlights these characteristics with placement on the downbeats of the bars. 

Rests on the downbeats precede the short piano motives on beats two and three. The lack 

of downbeats in the accompaniment suggests a lack of grounding or center in youth. 

Each adjective, given a different dynamic, allows the performer to characterize the word 

with a specific dynamic scheme. Through the twelfth measure, each phrase, long or 

short, has a different dynamic level. Accurately performed, these dynamic changes 

become part of the images, producing wonderful characterizations with changing 

colorizations. 
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On the downbeat of measure thirteen, a phrase begins immediately after concluding 

another necessitating a dramatic change. One must use a change of color for the new 

idea, which describes old age rather than youth. With rhythm and articulation, Hagen 

highlights the important words of the idea: "know," "age," "you," and "grace." It is 

interesting that the dynamics do not change during this declaration of the new idea, for 

Hagen desires understatement, which results from proper use of rhythm and articulation. 

Note also that there are two-note melismas in the song setting, and they occur twice 

before the words marked with tenuti. These short melismas highlight two significant 

words: "you" and "old." If the singer is aware of these schemes and follows instructions, 

the interpretation is achieved; the composer has done the work. 

Dynamics begin changing again in measures seventeen through nineteen. Color changes 

seem requisite if interpretation is to be clear. The piano and pianissimo over the words 

"force" and "fascination" require a color change to make an audible differentiation 

between the two. In measure nineteen Hagen uses two pitches on the word "day" calling 

for more strength of phrase and color. Triplets create strength and tension in measure 

twenty taking us into a stringendo and crescendo to fortissimo on "action." The accents 

on "action" require performance in a clipped and virile tone. A breath before "day of the 

immense sun" in measure twenty-two allows for a more open-throated and strong produc

tion for the end of the phrase. The triplet tension of "fiill blown" and the stress of 

"splendid" in measure twenty-one must not be altered by anticipation of the stringendo 

in measure twenty-two. 

The poco a poco rallentando in measures twenty-two through twenty-eight seems almost 

fully controlled by the pianist. However, one moment in which the singer can dictate a 
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little motion is at the word "ambition" in the anacrusis of measure twenty-six. The 

releases of "ambition" and "laughter" in measure twenty-six and measure twenty-seven 

are tricky because of the continuing rallentando. The singer must listen closely for the 

piano motive in the right hand and make the last eighth note of each bar fit appropriately. 

The anacrusis of "night" should not be in the original tempo, thus delaying the original 

tempo until after the double bar line. 

The original piano motive signals a return to Tempo I. The dynamic also changes from 

the softer rallentando section. The thought must connect over the rest in measure 

twenty-nine to measure thirty. The following phrase seems almost unnatural as it plays 

against a "normal" dynamic scheme. Hagen insists on the crescendo continuing through 

"millions" to forte after this highest peak of the phrase. "Suns" must be the loudest 

moment of the long phrase. This, when executed, gives renewed motion and life to the 

line, giving the voice momentum through the last phrase as it gradually fades away to 

nothing. 

An easy way to execute Hagen's marking of "niente" at the end of the last phrase is to 

sing little or no vowel into the last syllable. One can vocalize the consonant [n] and then 

immediately fade away on the unvoiced consonant [s] expending little air through this 

fricative. 

"Love: Thomas Lodge" (Appendix VH 

The piano part of this last song of the group conveys the nervous anxiety of the protago

nist. The changing meter appears dance-like conveying the image of cupid darting back 

and forth in the air. The protagonist appears, searching for love, and follows cupid. He 

must find however the right kind of love. Wounded by love's arrow in the past, he 
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searches flowers, shade, ground, and grove to find true love. With no luck, he takes 

comfort in the fact that cupid will mourn and weep with him in his loneliness. 

The meter changes in the song are easily felt as eighth notes. The tenuti over the quarter 

notes in the first three 3/4 measures give the song its ebb and flow. The dynamic of the 

first phrase has a written crescendo and an implied crescendo. Best results would result 

from carrying the line and thought from measure five through measure ten without a 

breath. The diminuendo at measure nine is difficult as the interval stretches upward a 

fifth into an [o:u] diphthong. This vowel would immediately require a "covering" of 

register for the baritone when accompanied by a diminuendo to a mezzo-piano dynamic 

level. Hagen's choice of pitch and register of voice here for the second syllable of "ar

rows" requires a colorization of pain giving the song its dramatic power. Again, per

formed as written, this appears unnatural or against the usual instincts of a singer. 

Hagen's setting however gives new dimensions to the phrase and its flow. A glottal stop 

at the end of the phrase before "eyes" will aid in the application of the diminuendo 

requested by Hagen. 

The second phrase of the piece begins dolce. Hagen requests only an implied crescendo 

through the contour of the phrase. The first three quarter notes of the phrase in the 3/4 

bar are not marked with tenuti, as they were earlier, because momentum is essential to get 

to the peak of the phrase. Then tenuti enter again into the ebb and flow at the anacrusis 

of measure sixteen. "Search I the shade to fly my pain" is given special treatment as 

Hagen holds the beginning of the phrase back with tenuti again, with the middle of the 

phrase flowing. The word "fly" must be flowing and in tempo. "My pain" again is 

highlighted with tenuti and crescendo. This is the climax of the first section of this 
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ternary form. The short 3/8 measure (measure 22) works as a moment of realization. 

There must be thought connection through this measure as it interrupts one long complete 

idea. The retention of a mezzo forte dynamic on the re-attack at measure 23 is essential 

in connection of the thought. 

Hagen marks the B section "Freely." The accompaniment suggests a steady pace as the 

character walks through the secret grove not unlike the walking in the second song of the 

group. Implied is freedom to express the words above the repeated beats and rhythm of 

the steady paced piano. The dynamics gradually crescendo through the section to the 

climaxing ossia in measure thirty-six. This upper ossia, a sequence of the preceding 

phrase, demands performance. Hagen also asks for a molto rallentando. Thus, the power 

of the song and the performer's integrity are on the line. 

A hushed quality is requested by Hagen at measure forty with the sotto voce and should 

continue through the entire two part phrase. The tempo is again fast and requires concen

tration for the singer to keep it flowing in a hushed fashion without tenuti until measure 

forty-two. The following two phrases, marked mezzo forte and forte respectively, contain 

no tenuti markings. Therefore, steadily flowing, the cycle ends with a flourish in the 

piano as the singer accents and crescendos through the final word. Even though Hagen 

did not write crescendo over the last note, I would suggest one since the piano accompa

niment marking is marcato and fortissimo. This will assure the singer's audibility and 

also show that the singer has control of the final climax of this seemingly difficult song. 
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Resuming Green 

The underlying theme of these four poems from Resuming Green is struggle. The first 

poem "Congedo" illustrates one's fight to remain important in a relationship; the struggle 

is to receive rather than to give; to be important, appreciated and understood. "The 

Waking," the second of the group, is a multi-stanza poem by Theodore Roethke, and 

embodies man's struggle with depression, paranoia and fate. The subject knows he must 

journey and moments of positive outlook become clouded by unending depression and 

fear. "Ample make this bed," the third song of the set is a poem by Emily Dickinson, 

and it subdy evokes the struggle for peace and solitude. The bed is perhaps a symbol for 

rest, calm and peace. The final song of Resuming Green is "The Green for Pamela." The 

performer of this song should know that the poem is autobiographical. Roland Flint, the 

poet, refers in this work to the loss of his son. He expresses his grief in dealing with the 

tragedy and how the event changed his and his daughter's life. 

"Congedo" (Appendix Vin 

"Congedo" is a three stanza poem, of which Hagen has decided to make each sentence a 

section of the song. He has kept the poem by Nuar AJsadir intact without omissions. 

Each sentence contains an antecedent and consequent phrase that tells an on-going story. 

Translated, the word "congedo" means leaving. Hagen felt that time needed to pass 

between the stanzas in order for the listener to reflect upon each event of this relation-

ship.^'_The voice begins the song without accompaniment. The marking is "freely 

effusive" (a common marking of Hagen's), and the composer calls attention to the words 

Daron Hagen, Interview with Paul Kreider, October 16, 1998. 
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by recycling the same pitches, g, c, b,and a, into a melody. Repeated melodic patterns 

serve to draw attention to the words of the poem as an illumination of text. 

As mentioned previously, articulation maricings are used more sparingly in Hagen's 

recent songs. Hagen has used only one marking over the word "break" in measure 

seventeen; This marking is his indication of stress combined with shortness. He wishes 

that the shortness however be a lifting or suspension-like quality that carries forward to 

"morning light" without a breath.^- A continued hne of thought and breath complete the 

idea. Hagen again has composed extended phrases and lines that prohibit breathing. 

Examples were seen earlier in the songs "Thou wouldst be loved" and "Never Pain to Tell 

Thy Love." At this moment in "Congedo," Hagen's articulation marking is better per

formed without a breath, although one is possible at the rest. 

"Congedo" contains few chords or harmonies, and they recur in sequences. The chord in 

measure twenty-one is a flatted ninth chord that describes "clank." Hagen calls that 

chord his purple chord and uses it for specific purposes. "It clanks" he exclaimed in an 

interview."*^ 

Only two ritardandi appear in the song. Both are in the piano part, and not the voice part, 

at measures twenty-four and forty-one. The first occurs before the key change and 

anticipates a moment of pleasurable reminiscence. The key change takes an ordinary 

^"Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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reference to a saucer and a spoon and makes it special. The dynamic is piano again and 

the accompaniment is thin and chordal. One character opens entirely to the other with 

this text, this key change, and this color change. The singer can feel comfort with the 

ability to perform this wonderful moment dolcissimo and simply. The next interlude 

anticipates the climax of the song without ritardando as the character becomes angry and 

disappointed. The comments on the relationship come to a climax beginning in measure 

thirty-one, marked "a bit faster." The singing must continue to reflect and conunent on 

the relationship. However, in this moment at measure thirty-one, the singer takes control. 

The dynamics grow from pianissimo to forte through the entire section climaxing in 

measure thirty-eight. Afterward, the piano relaxes ±e moment and the song ends with 

the purest form of the one motive and five chords of color. The last vocal phrase de

mands performance in one breath. Hagen intends for this to happen as seen by the syl

labification of the melody to text and the marked ties. This will increase the tension 

again through the phrase and possibly give the "exhausted" quality depicting the need for 

rest as indicated by the poem. 

'The Waking" (Appendix VIIl') 

Hagen has inserted double bars at the completion of each stanza in this song. The song 

begins with a recurring "death chord" or "death cluster" altered with each occurrence. 

Hagen requests that the chord or gesture be played freely and intensely. With each 

playing of the cluster, a note is sharped or brightened, signifying the character's increas

ing ability to cope with the events in his life as he deals with them.^ 

«Ibid. 
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The different keys of the stanzas represent the character's attempts to try differing strate

gies for dealing with tragedy or death. The choices of keys are not significant. The 

tempo marking is quarter note equals sixty, this is a definite "dirge." However, in perfor

mance, Hagen preferred a faster, more fluid interpretation driving the increasing tensions 

as needed. The chordal accompaniment could be conceived as slow plodding or a death 

march. Hagen's vocal line starts mezzo piano with the indication that it be sung "always 

legato as though numb." The first stanza contains one crescendo and one diminuendo 

marking. However, the change in tessitura of the setting in measure ten would certainly 

facilitate a crescendo on its own. 

The second stanza begins a little louder than the first stanza. It climaxes at "wake" 

marked forte and broadly after a long crescendo marked above the entire phrase. The 

character has begun to consider and feel his emotions. At the end of this stanza, shown 

by a return to softer dynamics, numbness returns. He still takes his waking slowly. 

Another sharp note brightens the cluster before the third stanza. It signals interaction 

with another being and with God. The character has decided to tread slowly where he 

must; this is indicated by the extended settings of the phrase over the three measures. 

The next stanza follows a shorter and softer death cluster. The character questions in a 

more lively and higher tessitura. The dynamics can be soft as the higher tessitura accom

plishes the emotional changes but, again at the end of the stanza, the same text returns on 

the same pitches since the subject has not "healed." 

Hagen requests that the fifth stanza at "Great Nature" begin softly. It must then immedi

ately crescendo to forte. The subito piano at "take" in measure fifty-seven is a depiction 

of the character's pleasure with breathing life from the air and gaining confidence. He 
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leams how to tread along the way. Hagen indicates "warmly" in measure fifty-seven, and 

this coloring must completely differ from the numbness requested at the beginning of the 

song. The baritone must allow the head voice to engage from "so" into the word "take." 

This is easily accomplished with a forward and highly placed [e] vowel. "Lovely leam" 

in measure fifty-nine requires an almost falsetto quality to give the line its warmth, 

emotion, and beauty. 

The only articulation maridngs of the song appear in the last stanza. Hagen requests an 

intensive reiteration of the verse marked with tenuti. He also asks for pianissimo and 

adds that it not be rushed from measure sixty-nine to the end of the song. The character 

has returned to a life of apprehension and fear. The entire last stanza is a long progres

sion of tension and volume that peaks at measure seventy-three and then progressively 

releases and softens to the end. This song is extraordinarily powerful when performed 

precisely as indicated. Hagen has marked breaths for the singer at measures seventy-four 

and seventy-eight. Also implied is a breath in measure seventy-six after "slow." These 

breaths facilitate the painfully slow return to numbness required of the setting. 

"Ample make this bed" (Appendix FX^ 

This setting uses traditional song components, which are compacted into twenty-six 

measures, containing an introduction, complete sentences, and a binary form that has a 

short return of the A section. A repeated melody becomes lyrical in its repetition even 

though it could be defined as smooth. It is, however, sweet and melodious, and its repeti

tion becomes ever sweeter to the listener's ear. The A section ends in downward conjunct 

motion. The harmonies are basic, and the first section requires that the utterances be 
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simply and softly stated. 

The B section has phrases that end downward rather than upward as in the first section. 

The harmonies become complex, but Hagen chooses to save the greatest complexity for 

the climax at "no sunrise" giving it a powerful contrast to the remainder of the song. The 

only articulation marking given is on "no," where the composer asks for a slight tenuto. 

Perhaps the most difficult interpretive moment occurs as the music and harmonies of the 

first section return. A two-measure piano interlude intermpts the phrase "let no sunrise 

yellow noise interrupt this ground," and the performer must carry thought through these 

two measures. However, the performer's task is facilitated as the composer sustains the 

tension and avoids the tonic until the very last measure. Only with the final chord does 

the song return to A-fiat major which normally would be expected earlier in the return of 

the first section. An absolutely exquisite moment becomes highlighted by the delay of 

tonic. This is truly one of Hagen's most beautiful creations. 

'The Green for Pamela" (Appendix X) 

Hagen set this poem only after having heard the poet read it to him repeatedly. The 

poem, in prose form, required much work for the composer. He first had to devise a 

structure for the poem, then considered the nuances of the poet's rhythm and speech, 

applied them, thus giving the song its character. The song begins with a poly-chord, 

which, like the chord in "The Waking," signals and often reminds the character of the 

son's death. The vocal line begins mezzo forte with a series of four rotating pitches that 

form a set. The text, highlighted by this repetition, only requires that the singer make the 

text intelligible. The stunned character is perhaps remembering the little boy's death. 
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When the protagonist thinks of his daughter Pamela, the song moves into a major key. A 

return to the sequence of repeated pitches occurs at measure fifteen; this time accompa

nied, it comments on the beautiful nature of dusk and its illumination by the street lights. 

The first reference to green is about the leaves of the trees and these happy moments are 

simply set by Hagen. The rhythm of half note triplets demands observance. Hagen has 

marked "tempo" at measure eighteen for he wishes movement to occur, changing the 

motion from "freely." However, the indicated tempo really comes at measure nineteen 

due to the slow surface rhythm of the piano in measure eighteen. By delaying the actual 

indication of tempo, in measure eighteen, he highlights "resuming green" with motion 

and stress. Thus, an accurate triplet is necessary as the tempo really begins in the follow

ing measure. 

The rondo form of this song is delineated by the differing settings of melody, tempi and 

the one main piano interlude. The rotating melody occurs again in measures twenty-nine 

and thirty. Hagen again marks 'freely" and adds a piano accompaniment that also fea

tures rotating pitches. The building tension moves the emotion to the harsh reference of 

the trees. Tension increases further with the memory of death portrayed by the augmenta

tion of the death chord in the piano interlude (measures thirty-three through thirty-five). 

The A section of the song returns at measure thirty-seven. This section conmients on how 

the character, three years later, remembers leaving Pamela due to his divorce with her 

mother.^' In measure forty-four, marked moderately, the mezzo piano dynamic is essen

tial, for this depicts the reference to quiet and facilitates the crescendo that starts in 

measure forty-six. The long phrases of this section, separated with breaths after "way" 

^^Ibid. 
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(m. 44) and "shapes" ( m. 48) become difficult. The tension and exhaustion created by 

connecting measures forty-five through the downbeat of measure forty-eight make the 

climax of the piece more powerful and wrought with emotion. The breath indication in 

measure fifty after "day" is a welcome release. 

This section, marked "freely, again," allows the singer to prepare for the final high soft 

ending. This preparation is important. The singer, as allowed by the composer, must rest 

and prepare the final phrase with a diminishing dynamic and a slowing of tempo. The 

rest on the downbeat of measure fifty-two also gives the singer the extra preparation 

needed to properly place and execute the last important phrase. The motion can cease at 

this moment. Hagen requests dolce, as this is the depiction of peace and happiness with 

the reference of "resuming green." The crux of the song is that the character, Roland 

Hint, hopes that eventually all will become normal, or "green," for him and Pamela. The 

irony is that at the end of the song there is still only longing for "resuming green."'^ 

The last chord is again one of Hagen's favorite sonorities, a major chord with an added 

second. 

Ibid. 
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CONCLUSION 

Daron Hagen composes songs, as should be now apparent, with great care and attention 

to detail. He never glosses over a word but seeks out the dramatic properties, dramatic 

context, and nuance of each word. Perhaps Fischer-Dieskau's statement best defmes the 

composer's task, "In der Gesangsmusik tritt die gedankliche Konzeption des Musikers 

neben die des Dichters. So ist ein Gedanke niemals adaquater Ersatz fur ein gesungenes 

Wort."''^ 

"In songs the thoughtful conception of the musician enters next to that of the poet. Thus 

a thought is never an adequate substitute for a sung word." 

In my study I have attempted to explain and illuminate the lyrical and dramatic beauty of 

Hagen's songs. I hope that I have given the reader tools with which to study these and 

other art songs. Songs are best interpreted by study of every aspect of the song, its words 

and its music. Interpretation can not come solely from one's heart, feelings, or emotions. 

The technique of interpretive and musical analysis, together with performance technique, 

form the basis of all interpretive processes. An interpreter's obligation to the art was best 

spoken by one of the great interpreters of all time, Maria Callas: "Fight bad tradition; 

remember, we are the servants to those better than us—the composers. They believed; 
48 

we must believe." 

47 
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Tone sprechen, Worte klingen. 1985. 

^John Ardoin, Callas at Julliard, 1987, page 296. 
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Appendix I 
Bandanna 

fCancAa I Aria 

spat out 

E*igs or cat-tie. They re pigs... move 

fr (trbns, tuba) 

m 
That side of beef... That ba-con flitch 

a piacere. moUo dolcissimo 
r\ 

P  ̂
(spoken on pitch) 

PP . 

F  U 
I love to see them twist and.. 

r\ 

twitch. 

The lights shift back. 
(Cane resumes his 
grandiloquent pose. 

(VUOTA) 

-3-
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101 

H 

Come Primo 
In the nick of time, 
mis bmceros, you left Mcxico. 
Now chcrcs quicidimc 
everywhere you go. 

Kane Act I Aria 

There's blood on ihe stones 
everywhere you look. 
The police are breaking bones 
by hook or crook. 

I 7*^ 

t t i 
p ben marc. 

_ 7  ̂ itz\—r 
1' 

102 
As I took through the fiioisy curtain in to this worid. muchachos. z worid in which nothing is certain 

[ f » rn J  
M f M y ^ 1  - f — —  Tr¥^ 

(Euph.) 
Oljt ^ - J  

tf-

— 

J  

^ r U  ^ i 1  j  
r ^ ^ P 

-L^ Y4p 
r 

but death and. maybe. Texas 

0 

j> (last time only) 
^ ^=1 

m 

i  

I'm sure the 

P 
n n J .  J. 

(safety) 

f jig. N- 7" 
w 

-4-
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Kane ACI I Aria 

34 f  i f  F  IF I » 

same Un cic Sam rmng-ing through Vi et nam. 

4s-^ I ^ > 
m 7=? 

f 

non ritard 

will ne-ver let the Ken-ne-dys or Mar-tin Lu-ther King.. 

i ¥ non ritard 

w-

104 

How-ev - er 

y espr. legato 

-5-
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Appendix II 
Frank Lloyd Wright's Aria from Shining Brow 

29* 

namooa J* *96 inlhiuaiSlfmenaxmttrantf 

I \r : f f r~ '  r  f r 'r 
She is with - in a aO. we oe lU with • ia Na - Bne. 

« r  r J* • 

1— 1 J J  1—1—] (wJ ^ 
r,>,j—^ ^  1  _ p _ l — f —  

—-r-

WrigtM 

Through lonns md sum-mer. ww 

Wright 
>«J -f2 
Modento [NotSlaw!] 

• iIm iw>M fivmiiiK a lonv time as WRIGHT bcsiCaCBS. 
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Wright p mauuenswo 

wouid out the O • safe, bows m haod. mifhc come twoep - nf back a 

i 

i^-i I J J J-j J 

to-. 

Wright 

ciots the land It in to" >0 liioce cow - boy books 

J i i-i H-Ts i -j i i-i j i j i i-i i J 

Wright 

ma . ois gave me as a child . 

(Celesta and Vos. in hanaonies) 

rn fiU her plaia {we bos widi 
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WfIgM 

wilrl llmMm 

^ f0 -
-1) H—+ 

oar jo • am •ii«f ami 1 - ber • f]r 

( 6t .i. ' i ! 1 i L—.—, , J .  , ^ 3 1 
^  ^  1  h  ^ ^ ^  r = ^  

Lg 

a 
\ 

Wrfght 

leaves. O. would that she ini(b( aks me in Would dot I aqr • tdf. 

could fin her on-imrted pave.. 

i hJ- r-J J-

Y "f 'T T 
Tfl 

J j-j j j-j j j J J j-j j j 
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voca WrigM 

OBffc the spot Why be-fia 

i±!2j Stowl]rnM»v{ii(,a(attiielicgfaMingaribeoperm 
wngm CWRIQHT driiti, unoartiiR.) 

end • ed? 

(VL.Ve,Bos..HBf.) 

WrigM btcomiKgiiienanngfyftttlf-astpeiatirt 

the at an old M-bog-gai. tb( -

(Sir.) 

— P 
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3o: 

WrfgM 

dac then. wi. 

Wright 

the Saoox. die fat to 

dim. 

Wright 

the bnh tie - lit - lie; dKjr've all-

Wright 

my hurt Sul - li-

• Spoken at • very low piKh. if neoenaiy; toinc bade ioto fnU vote as the mie beeone* nwie oooiianibie. 
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(Ml 
WrigM PP 

of my heart. out ' (aimc a 

(T.B.1 

WrIgM 

I know. A shhke. per-bli - vi - GO; I know. 

momda at nitnu 

|CURTA1N| 

•P PP PPP 

or some sucb So much. So 

END OF THF npraiA 
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Appendix III 

tc Robert Browning: Love In A Life" 

by Daron Aric Hagen (1981) 

Baricone and Piano 

1 Moderately Slow 

Room af - ter 

senzaped. 

i i>«n ^ J J 
in-ha-bit to - ge - ther. room. I hunt- the house through 

rr'rrp^ryr ir/^CJ r 
I l.h. 

I r-h- I (t" 1 I k. 

r ' r f i r r ' r r  f f |  

-Jj] ..fc^ 

conped. 
r p t  r ''p r  ̂ 'pt  

J 

fear no-thing for heart thou shalt Heart nnd her next time her 
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Love In A Life 

not the 

dm -in-u-en-do 

16 

m 

mf 

-« 

Left in the cur tain the cou - ch's per fume. As she 

JJ^-i 

* Lh. 

J I.J' 
r 

m 

20 »/» 

brushed it the cor - nice - wreath bios - - - somed a - new. Von 

i J 

mp 

-2-
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Lovein A Life 

23 

m I m 

t 

look - ing - glass gleamed at the wave of her fea ther. 

rn 
m f  u U  

- J .  
LU"t r UJ 

dim - in-u-en-do 

J  
»/ 

J i' 

A. Tempo 

Yet the day wears. 

A Tempo 

A  j. i ^ 

29 

l?iiJ I U ULr 
Range the wide house from the 1 try the fresh for-tune... 

J 

f, u  r 
J==i J ti^ y-

I  V  

-3-
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Love In A Life 

molto 
32 

nn I JT": 'y I' 
wing to the cen-tre. still the same chance! She goes out as 1 en - ter. 

i j: l>J J t -U  ̂

ItJ; t]J- tJ: J'J 
r r 

A Bit Faster 

my whole day in the quest who cares? 

A Bit Faster 

RRNM 

38 Tempo I 

Tempo I 

But tis twi - light- you see.. 

dim' in-u en-do 

r FT 
-4-
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Love In A Life 

raOaUdndo A Tempo 

With such suites to ex - - - - plore 

rattentando A Tempo 

H 

44 

iJ H iiJ J > 
do - sets to search. such al - coves to im - - - - por - - • tune! 

unacorda 

10/5/18 NYC 
11/2/81 Philadelphia 

-5-
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« Anne Sexton: Just Once 
Baritone and Piano 

n 

Free and Simple (<i=25) 

by Dacon Aric Hagen (1981) 

Just once. ( knew what life was for. in Bos-ton Quite sud-den-iy, 

Free and Simple 0=25) 

i |Q^ (O o— o— f> 

rtzz—  ̂ o- _ o 

I un - dotood: walked there a • long the Charles— Rt - • - ver. 

i w 

t w T3. 

m f 
watched the lights co - py - ing them-selves. all ne-oned and strobe-hear-ted. 

r>' • p' 

n- • a-
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Just Once 

0-pen-ing their mouths as wide as o- - -pe-ra sing - ers coun-tedthe stars, my 

mp poch. stringendo 

my scar dai-sies, and knew that I walked my love lit - tie cam paign-ers. 

mp 
poch. stringendo 

PP mp 

on the night green side of it and cried. my heart to the east-bound cars 

mp. PP 

-2-



Just Once 

strmgendo 
mp 

cried. my heart to the west-bound cars and 

mp 
strmgendo 

tenderly 
suh. p 

and took my truth a - long a small. bridge and hur-ried my humped 

suh. p 

p p ^ m f - ^ f  
15 ^ * I— 

|f bf—r r - r JH 1 - 1 —h, r f J— — FrT 
'3'  ̂  ̂ r f 1 •• '' J 1 N Y r f ^ J J i j  Ji -ii-

truth. the charm of it home and hoar-ded —these con-stants in-to 
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Just Oace 

on-ly to find them mom-ing.. gone.. 

niente 

9/29/81 Philadelphia 
10/18/81 NYC 

-4-
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Appendix V 

Whitman; Youth, Old Age, and Night" 
Baritone and Piano 

by Daioa Aric Hagen (1981) 

, Moderately Fast (la I) n 

Moderately Fa 

j ^ ^ J—J—1 

St (In 1) 

rr^ r 

\ fouth. 

i> n 

LJ 

large. 

Pr̂  § ̂  %T 
gracefiil: sensitioe 

— 

f m 

"r • r 
p 
^ 

mp 

* V 

lus - ty. lov-ing. Youth full force. grace. 

mp 

come a/-ter you with ^-ci-na-tion, do you— know that may 
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\batii, Dayi Old Age and Night 

p pp stronger=f PP 

e - quai grace. force. te-ci-na-bon? Day.— fiili blown and 

mp 

g =  
p pp f 

• o 6-
> J -

21 

$ 
strin - gen - do 

3 jr. mp 

—r 
am-splen- - - did. day of the im-mense sun. ac • - - tioru 

ifTj I, ll 
A A ^ A 

T  r  1  I  

fi-i U--

y ben marcato e stringendo 

A A A A 

poco 
f .  mp 

poco 

26 uxtrmly 
Tempo I 

mp-

m 
bi • tion. laugh - - - ter. the night fol-lows close with 

T f l n j  

P J- Tempo I 

I f -
ral 

mp mp'. 

Ian 
P 
tan do warmly mp 

-2-
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Ybath, Day. OU Age and N%ht 

16 PP stronger^f' -3 1 

e - qual grace. force. ^-ci-na-tion? Day.— full blown and 

mp 

1 J H 

p PP 

g= 
f 

—^ ^  a 
1>^ 

o-
* 

21 
strin-gen - do 

3 A A mp 

—m 
am-splen- - - did. day of the im-mensc sun. ac- • * tion. 

:4 
A A A A 

f  r  1  I  

j>-i n 

i m 
y ben marcato e stringendo 

A A A A 

poco 
mp 

poco 

26 
Tempo I 

uxtrmly ^fz Mp • 

bi • tion. laugh - - - ter. the night fol-lows close with 

r p p ^  , j^ i  
4 F F f 'if = 

^ Tempo I 

Din II 
f 

mf — mp mp ~ " — p 

ral - Ian - tan do uxarmly mp 

-2-
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\bath, Dajr, Old Age and N^ht 

31 "f - f ==~ : mp 

mil - - - lions of 

L f 

1—p ' 'P 
suns and 

1 , if - > ^ 

sleep and re - - - stor ing 

r^T"j , ' r = 

/==-

^ T 
«/» /» 

> P-
ij J 

niente nonritard 

ppp unacorda nonritani 

10/20/81 Philadelphia 
12/2/81 Philadelphia 

-3-
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Appendix VI 

"Love: Thomas Lodge" 
Baritone & Piano 

by Dacon Aric Hagen (1981) 

I Light and dancelike always at a steady J>=192) 

* 

rrV^ Pp^-in 

mp p 
r — P —  

r y 

r ^ 1  T  ' * ' [ [ [  

fr ' 

Turn I my looks un - to the skies. love with his ar - - - rows 
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Lowe 

15 

T I'' en 
u - pon the ground, love theit. in e-ve - ry flfnver is found; 

m £ 
"p. 

love meets me search I the shade to my nam. 

-2-
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Love 

28 

1̂ # 

Freely 
(J>-100) (J.-J) mp 

bJ- I -rSi 
' ret grove. 

 ̂ legato molto 
Want I to walk in sec - - e'en there 1 meet with 

pp sost. Sim. lermto sempre 

32 mf 

ralL molto 
fossia) 

' j - "If 

sac - red love if so. I bathe me in the spring, e'en on the brink I hear him sing. 

mp «/ f rail, molto 

j • j' y j 

37 

Tempo I (J>=192) 
pp : hushed 

m T 
If so I me - di-tate a-lone. 

Tempo I (J)=I92) 

J. 

fight: rhythmic, as before 

-3-
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Lore 

42 

we will be part - - - ner 

rH^ 

I' i  J  J  i i j  
to my moan. 

ij f J >1^ J rr# 

8"- ---

4 1 

^ * 'nMr l4f 

^T-f 

mourn he weeps virith 

2. 
Z 

me 

Hi j , 

and where I 

y/^F 

• •JiT 5 W I 

li 1 r J 1 

4i—1 1-
p 

there will be. am. 

%b. • 
-4-
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Appendix Vn 

(CO Niar Aisadir) 

Condego 
(1998) 

f freely effusive 

n I • n 

words by Nuar Alsadir 
music by Daron Hagen 

Andante 0=60) 
P 

These days ex - tend like holes in stoc-kings. they ex tend. 

p StJSt. 

mp 

I 

t 

Love, have I men-tioned my me-lan-cho-ly? 

"J- J'-nJ i ip ¥ w r r  » r  
mp 

I 1;^ e w V 

10 
mf dim. 

ab - sence. 

i "f 
\>a: ^ 
'ir • dim. 

You be-come— to_ that in your 

i J irni 

' 1 '  M 
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Condego 

cresc. 

1 - > hF r q:g 

j ti, J "J. J 

 ̂ p 
In pre-sume you 

iH 
bre afc. mom-ing 

1 

1 t. • Jm — -

— "  ̂  J / -
r r 

T "rf-

T r 
1 

W 
cresc. 

18 
i f l i l  

dim. 

i iz 

light. run-ning ra-di-o to wa-ter 

-3/^. I 

to cof-fee and clear-ing in clank. 

it kfjWl,  

^ J T T f r dim. 

22 ^ 

1 J Jr . .1 •• rTFi- ir J. ;Tri%=j L^lttt A 
1 til' i  t — J :  J  ^ ; f r= 

4 F" 
=p 

I CTCsr. Lu ^ d J fi 

r r 'r n/onf 1 

JUJL-i. 

-2-
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Conilego 

25 

A Tempo 
p dolciss.: espr. -3 1 

Sau - cer to spoon like— rest on - ly up - - - tvard. t come to you that way. 

A Tempo 

$ 
p dolciss.: espr. 

f 

A Bit Faster 
PP 

But you. you pace your ma-ny 

32 = «/> 

hall-ways one room-

mf 

in the cen - ter a ta - ble where we drank. 

4 i j 
mp mf 

esfir. 

-3-
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Con<lcgD 

35 
cresc. 

-3 f 

This is not your mo-ment A-head or be - - hind, you dwell-

•J L r r r c r f /  
— - mf cresc. 

o 
f 

Tempo I 

i lLi '~r  r  r i ; )  ,  .n  1 

— out of sk 

i) lI> , - r -. 

in 

iy ' 
Rest— the 

Tempo 1 

r*' 

\r « 

PfJ -  • P-
«f 

l iH— 
i 

• « 
9 

dim. 

— —  

3 ritard 

f 

43 

m 
sor - - - - row-fill folds be-fore-

1 
0 

"h-
If? 

A-
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Appendix Vin 

(ID N. R. oo hu 70th btrthday) 

The^^Jdng 
(1993) 

words by Theodore Roethke 
music bjr Daron Hagen 

Dirge (J=60) mp (The meal part abatys legato, as thatch numb.) 

r 11^ t 

(This recurring gesture always free and intense.) 
I wake to sleep and take my wak-ing 

slow. I feel my &te in what I can - not fear. 

"7^ t <li) 

SO - ing where 

6 copyright 1993 by Bumins Sled Music Company 
all rights fcservco (ASCAP) 
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Tlie^XUung 

We think by feel - ing. What IS there to know? 

legato sempre 

XT 

broadly 

hear my be - ing dance from ear to sleep and take my wake ear. 

those so close be wak - ing slew.. 

.r 



The VC l̂dng 

127 

30 

m I' 
side me. which are you? God bless the ground! I shall walk soft - ly there. And 

A J 4 

ie_ i f 

go - ing where 

Slightly faster 

Light takes the tree; but 

Slightly faster 

wiu) can tell us how? The 

-3-
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45 

The^JCUdng 

— «f P 

1 li^ ^ ^ Hp 1 
Y ^ ^ I 1 fJ 9^ ^ 

w 
mf>p 

, (i 

¥ 

p A Tempo cjesc. 50 

i 
slow. Great na - ture has a-

A Tempo 

T ffsub. 

54 

m 

s p suh.: warmlv 

no - ther thing to do to you and me; 

$ 
so take the live - - ly 

>8 
m 

f p suh.: warmly 

»*-

A-
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The viking 

58 PP 

-0-
by air. 

Ibz 

and. love -

-8-

leam 

_a_ 
go - - - ing where-

PP 

(»*)-

dim. 

cresc. 

18*)--

cresc. PP mtenswo 

This shak - ing keeps me should know. stea - dy. 

mtenswo 

m 
cresc. 

-5-
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The^ICyung 

70 f 

X 

fai 

k=f 

t==̂  

Is a- - - wa y is 

1 '  r  
al - - ways. Ai 

•H ^ 

id is 

\ 

near. 1 

r I'̂ P 

wake 

r l f  

to 

9) T  
r  r  1  1 |;i 

f 
9) 1 |;i 

f 

k —5: fe 

i  i j  
'»f: ^ 2 

— 1 
3 

r 

wak - ing slow.. where ing 

I have to go. 

JSTsub. 

-6-
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Appendix IX 
(CD Robert LaRue) 

Ample Makes This Bed 
(rev. 1998) 

words by Emily Dickinson 
music by Daron Hagen 

Simple, Direct, llDhamed Mtp 

i 

Am - pie makes this bed. Make this bed with 

-fir-
mp rj TTT 

awe; In it wait tilt judge-ment break ex-cel-lent and bar. 

u 

TTT 
-8-

:fl= 

13 poco ritard A Tempo 

m 
4 

M 
Be its mat-tress straight. be its pit-low round: let no sun - - - rise yel-low 

poco ritard 

i 
A Tempo 

A jJJi 
¥ 

Tfr-rr r cresc. 

O copyright 1989 by Burning Sled Music Company 
all rights reserved (ASCAP) 
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Thc^KUting 

poch. rit. 

in - ter-nipt this ground. noise 

poch. rit. 

-2-
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Appendix X 

for I^ul Spcny and Robfwi Rini 

The Green for Pamela 
words by Roland Flint 

music by Daion Hagcn 

$ 
Freely (J=69) 

mf r3 n n n \ p  n n  

Af-ter she had wit- -nessed and some- -how sur- -vived her twin bro-ther's death. 

f i n p  n i  n m  
-»—tt 

Mydaugh-ter Pa-me-la and I would lie a- -cross the bed star- -ing 

7 Moderately 0=80) 

t W p  r  L T i f  
out the win-dow at dusk.— and see what— hu-man fa-ces and a-ni-mal shapes we could 

mf i i 

@ 1993 by Burning Sled Music (ASCAP) 
New York. New York All rights reserved. 
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II 

The Green for fatnela 

¥ -r- r 
see or make- in the wav-ing green tops of the dar-ken-ing trees.. 

w 

a 

f r t 
15 Frerfy, agmfn ritard 

$ cJ w ' d j c j  cJ u 
fIIA 

When the street lights came on it was dif—Trent and beau-ti-ful still: 

rtA 
f 

rilard 

P 

A Tempo - p Moderately 0=80) 
•f—3—' r .—3-

the leaves; re-sum ing green were on our side of the lamp. 

A Tempo f 

-2-
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Freely, again The Green for P^ela 

21 . . 

i n n i  n n  n  n n  r —*—4^ 
the light light ing the tree and shin - ing through to us: like day time. 

i J iĵ  

Moderately 0=80) 
24 mf 

9 _ 

Clean er. though. and green—er. But it was 

^ 

> -n 
"XT" 

/nr/> 

27 

i db 

Freely, agaia 
np 

] II [J- J"] 

i 

best just be-fore the lights came on: we would be there and talk and wait—for a 

4-
—w 
p legato 

^1 rJ ^ ^ 111 

-3-
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The Green for Pamela 

Moderately 0=80) 

lit-Ue dark and a lit-tle wind to make the trees soughand whis-per. 

cresc. mp 

A Tempo aliarg. mp 

It's been three 

j J if A Tempo 

ff aliarg. 

sost.. 

Freely, again ritard 

years—and I don't re-mem-ber now if I knew those nights 1 was leav-ing, I don't think so. 

ritard 

-A-
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The Green for Pamela 

40 ^ Tempo ,—j. 

4 n i  v . h n  m  

But we had al-rea-dy left the hap-py shout-ing. the dan-dng. wrest-ling and inar-ching 

i 
A Tempo 

43 

$ 
J mp Moderately 0=80) 

n  J i i ^  

games be-fore bed. And we were look-ing for a qui et way to trans late 

m ¥ 
ritard 

cresc. Btf 

\ i *  n n  r  r  -jj I |-

cresc, f 
•3-^ 

i ¥ 
night in-to the green hu-man fa - ces and a-ni-mal shapes we knew to 

i 
' J' i-jjJ 

J  - H j  

r Y 

J . J  J  
Lfj [ 

r 
i. 

-5-
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49 

i  

Freely, again 
> 3 . I 3-

The CcEcn for Pamela 

mf 
dim. 

g < I r 
•*—3—*— 

night for our re - tum. move in the sun all day and to wait all 

i ti«<p 

mf np 

p dolce 

• ming green. 

W 
p 

E8= 

r 
5/30/85 

Pctersbourough. NH 

-6-
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APPENDIX XI 

LIST OF VOCAL WORKS 

Days Without You (1983) Publisher- E.C. Schirmer 
Nine songs for soprano and chamber orchestra (piano reduction also available). 
Instrumentation: flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, celeste, harp and strings (6-6-5-4-2). 
Text: Poetry selected from the cycle by Anne Sexton 
Approximate length: 23 minutes 

Dear Youth (1991) l^ublisher- E.C. Schirmer 
Eight Civil War Letters for soprano, flute and piano. 
Text: Annie Chambers Ketchum, Hannah Ropes, Ann Smith, Martha Ingram and Mary 
Boy kin Chesmut. Duration: 16 minutes 

Echo's Songs (1983) Publisher-E.C. Schirmer 
Eleven songs for voice and piano. Text: William Blake, Sara Teasdale, Edgar Allen Poe, 
Ben Johnson, Gertrude Stein, Carl Sandburg, Shu Ch'i-sang, and Walt Whitman. Dura
tion: 20 minutes 

The Elephant's Child (1994) Publisher- Lorenz Co. 
Songs based on R. Kipling short stories for a cappella male voices. 
Duration: 22 minutes. 

Joyful Music (1993) Publisher- Lorenz Co. 
Work for Mezzo-soprano solo. Chorus and Orchestra. 
Text: Latin, Duration-15 minutes. 

Lost in Translation (1993) Publisher - Carl Fischer 
Baritone, oboe, violoncello and harpsichord. Duration- 22 minutes. 

Love Scene (1994) Publisher - Carl Fischer 
Soprano, baritone, flute, violin and cello 
Commission by Richard Lalli, Premiere at Weill Hall, New York. 
Duration: 9 minutes 

Love Songs (1986) Publisher-E.C. Schirmer 
Eight songs for voice and piano. 
Text: Gwen Hagen, Reine Hauser, William Blake, Ze'ev Dunei, Sarah Gorham and 
Gardner McFall. Duration: 25 minutes 

Songs of Madness and Sorrow (1997) Publisher - E.C. Schirmer 
A Plotless Opera for singer and fourteen instruments. Conunissioned by Paul Sperry and 
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premiered by Sperry and the Pacific Chamber Players. 
Duration: 26 minutes. 

Merrill Songs (1995) Publisher - E.C. Schirmer 
Eight Songs for High Voice and piano 
Poet: James Merrill from A Scattering of Salts 
Duration: 20 minutes 

Motley Songs (1998) Publisher - Carl Fischer 
Collected Songs written from 1981-1997 
Poetry from various poets 
Duration: 15 minutes 

Muldoon Songs (1990) Publisher- Carl Fischer. 
Seven songs for tenor and piano. 
Text: Paul Muldoon - Duration: 20 minutes 

Rittenhouse Songs (1981) I^iblisher - Carl Fischer 
Group of four songs for lyric baritone and piano. 
Text: Wordsworth, Sexton, Whitman and Lodge 
Duration: 12 minutes 

Symphony III (1993-94) Publisher- E.C. Schirmer 
A Song Symphony for Baritone and Orchestra. Text in German and English. Duration-
22 minutes. 

Taliesin: Choruses from Shining Brow (1994) Publisher - E.C. Schirmer 
for SATB Chorus and Orchestra 
Commissioned and premeired by the Madison Symphony Orchestra 

Three Silent Things (1984) Publisher-E.C. Schirmer 
Ten songs for soprano, violin, viola, cello and piano. 
Text: Walt Whitman, Robert Graves, Christina Rosetti, Jack Larson, Robinson Jeffers, 
Adelaide Crapsey, Paul Goodman and Wallace Stevens. 
Duration: 22 minutes 

The Waking Father (1994) Publisher- Lorenz Co. 
12 songs for six a cappella male voices from poems of Paul Muldoon. 
Duration: 23 minutes. 

Over 150 unpublished, uncollected songs for voice and piano. E^lblishe^ is pending. 
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